
DVD Stereo System Panasonic °
SC-DK1

Operating Instructions

The illustration shows the model for the U.S.A. and Canada.

Before connecting, operating or adjusting this prod-
uct, please read these instructions completely.
Please save this manual.
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Thank you for purchasing this product.
For optimum performance and safety, please read these instructions
carefully.

These operating instructions are applicable to the following system.

System

Main unit

Speakers

Front

Surround

Center

SC-DK1

SA-DK1

SB-AK57

(For US,A,, Canada and Asia)

SB-DK1 (For China)

SB-PS70

SB-PC70

CAUTION!
THIS PRODUCT UTILIZES A LASER.

USE OF CONTROLS OR ADJUSTMENTS OR PERFORM-
ANCE OF PROCEDURES OTHER THAN THOSE SPECI-
FIED HEREIN MAY RESULT IN HAZARDOUS RADIATION
EXPOSURE.

DO NOT OPEN COVERS AND DO NOT REPAIR YOUR-
SELF, REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED PERSONNEL.
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CAUTION:
TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK MATCH

WIDE BLADE OF PLUG TO WIDE SLOT,
FULLY INSERT.
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Please check and identify the supplied accessories.

Use numbers indicated in parentheses when asking

E_" for replacement parts.
(Only for U.S.A.)
To order accessories contact 1-800-332-5368 or

web site (http://www.panasonic.com).
The style of AC power cord and FM indoor antenna differ with the
area.

] AC power supply cord .......................... 1 pc.
For U.S.A, and Canada: RJA0065-A

For China: RJA0055-K (-_-_
For others: RJA0019-2K

] FM indoor antenna ............................. I pc,
For U.S.A., Canada and Asia: RSA0006-J

For China: RSA0007

] AM loop antenna set ........................ 1 set

(RSA0022) _L [i_
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] Video cable ................................... 1 pc.
(RJL1P016E15A)

] Remote control transmitter ....................... 1 pc.
For U.S.A. and Canada: EUR647100

For others: EUR6471_

] Remote control batteries (R6, AA, UM-3) ........... 2 pcs.

] Plug adaptor .................................. 1 pc.
(Except for U.S.A., Canada and China: SJP5213-2)

THE FOLLOWING APPLIES ONLY IN THE U.S.A.:

CAUTION:
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with
the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of
the FCC Rules.

These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection

against harmful interference in a residential installation. This
equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency
energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the
instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio commu-

nications. However, there is no guarantee that interference
will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment
does cause harmful interference to radio or television recep-
tion, which can be determined by turning the equipment off
and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interfer-
ence by one of the following measures:
eReodent or relocate the receiving antenna.
elncrease the separation between the equipment and re-

ceiver.

eConnect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different
from that to which the receiver is connected.

eConsult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for
help.

Any unauthorized changes or modifications to this equipment
would void the user's authority to operate this device.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Opera-
tion is subject to the following two conditions: (1) This device
may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must
accept any interference received, including interference that
may cause undesired operation. The radio receiver is not sub-

ject to above item (2).

WARNING:
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC
SHOCK OR PRODUCT DAMAGE, DO NOT EX-
POSE THIS APPLIANCE TO RAIN, SPLASH-
ING, DRIPPING OR MOISTURE.

CAUTION

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC
SHOCK, DO NOT REMOVE SCREWS.
NO USER-SERVICEABLE PARTS
INSIDE.
REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED
SERVICE PERSONNEL.

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within

_an is intended to alert the

equilateral triangle, USO_
to the presence of uninsulated "dangerous voltage
within the product's enclosure that may be of suffi-

cient magnitude to constitute a risk of electric shock
to persons.

The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle
is intended to alert the user to the presence of
important operating and maintenance (servicing)
instructions in the literature accompanying the ap-
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Before using this unit please read these operating instructions care-
tully, Take special care to follow the warnings indicated on the unit
itself as well as the safety suggestions listed below.
Afterwards keep them handy for future reference.

1. Power Source--The unit should be connected to power supply
only of the type described in the operating instructions or as
marked on the unit.

2. Polarization--If the unit is equipped with a polarized AC power

plug (a plug having one blade wider than the other), that plug will
fit into the AC outlet only one way. This is a safety feature. It you
are unable to insert the plug fully into the outlet, try reversing the
plug. If the plug should still fail to fit, contact your electrician to
replace your obsolete outlet. Do not defeat the safety purpose of
the polarized plug.

3. Power Cord Protection--AC power supply cords should be
routed so that they are not likely to be walked on or pinched by
items placed upon or against them. Never take hold of the plug or
cord if your hand is wet, and always grasp the plug body when
connecting or disconnecting it.

4. Nonuse Periods--When the unit is not used, turn the power off.
When left unused for a long period of time, the unit should be
unplugged from the household AC outlet.

1
1.

Environment I

Outdoor Antenna Grounding--If an outside antenna is con-

nected to the receiver, be sure the antenna system is grounded
so as to provide some protection against voltage surges and
built-up static charges. Section 810 of the National Electrical
Code, ANSI/NFPA No. 70-1990, provides information with re-

spect to proper grounding of the mast and supporting structure,
grounding of the lead-in wire to an antenna discharge unit, size of
grounding conductors, location of antenna-discharge unit, con-
nection to grounding electrodes, and requirements for the
grounding electrode. See figure below.

_RLAOMJpND_. ANTENNA

LEAD IN

GROUND WIRE

__ ANTENNA

DISCHARGE UNIT

(NEC SECTION 810-20)

GROUNDING CONDUCTORS

(NEC SECTION 810-21 )
O CLAMPS

\
POWER SERVICE GROUNDING

ELECTRODE SYSTEM

(NEC ART 250, pART H)

NEC--NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE

2. Water end Moisture--Do not use this unit near water--for ex-

ample, near a bathtub, washbowl, swimming pool, or the like.
Damp basements should also be avoided.

3.

4,

Heat--The unit should be situated away from heat sources such
as radiators and the like.

it also should not be placed in temperatures less than 5°C (41°F)
or greater than 35°C (95°F).

Condensation--Moisture may form on the lens in the following
conditions...

eimmediately after a heater has been turned on.
ein a steamy or very humid room.
ewhen the unit is suddenly moved from a cold environment to a

warm one.

If moisture forms inside this unit, it may not operate properly. To
correct this problem, turn on the power and wait about one hour
for the moisture to evaporate.

Placement ][
1. Ventilation--The unit should be situated so that its location or

position does not interfere with its proper ventilation. Allow
10 cm (4") clearance from the rear of the unit.

2. Foreign Material--Care should be taken so that objects do not
fall into and liquids are not spilled into the unit. Do not subject this
unit to excessive smoke, dust, mechanical vibration, or shock.

3. Magnetism--The unit should be situated away from equipment
or devices that generate strong magnetic fields.

4. Stacking--Do not piece heavy objects, other than system com-
ponents, on top of the unit.

5. Surface--Place the unit on a flat, level surface.

6, Carts and Stands--The unit should be used only with a cart or
stand that is recommended by the manufacturer. A
The unit and cart combination should be moved

with care. Quick stops, excessive force, and un-
even surfaces may cause the unit and cart combi-
nation to overfum.

7. Wall or Ceiling Mounting--The unit should not be mounted to a
wall or ceiling, unless specified in this operating instructions.

(-_ backcover for details.)

Clean the cabinet, panel and controls with a soft cloth lightly moist-
ened with mild detergent solution.
Do not use any type of abrasive pad, scouring powder or solvent
such as alcohol or benzine.

1. Damage Requiring Service--The unit should be serviced by
qualified service personnel when:
(a) The AC power supply cord or the plug has been damaged; or
(b) Objects have fallen or liquid has been spilled into the unit; or
(c) The unit has been exposed to rain; or
(d) The unit does not appear to operate normally or exhibits a

marked change in performance; or
(e) The unit has been dropped, or the enclosure damaged.

2. Servicing--The user should not attempt to service the unit
beyond that described in the operating instructions. All other
servicing should be referred to an authorized service personnel.
For the address of an authorized servicenter:
In the U.S,A. 1.800-211-7262 or web site

(http://www.panasonic.com)
In Canada 905-624-5505 or web site

(www.panaaonic.ca)
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Selecting fine audio equipment such as the unit you've just pur-
chased is only the start of your musical enjoyment. Now it's time to
consider how you can maximize the fun and excitement your equip-
ment offers, This manufacturer and the Electronic Industries Associ-

ation's Consumer Electronics Group want you to get the most out of

your equipment by playing it at a safe level. One that lets the sound
come through loud and clear without annoying blaring or distortion--
and, most importantly, without affecting your sensitive hearing.

We recommend you to avoid prolonged exposure to excessive
noise.

Sound can be deceiving. Over time your hearing "comfort level"
adapts to higher volumes of sound, So what sounds "normal" can
actually be loud and harmful to your hearing.
Guard against this by setting your equipment at a safe level
BEFORE your hearing adapts.
To establish a safe level:

eStart your volume control at a low setting.
eS[owly increase the sound until you can hear it comfortably and

clearly, and without distortion.

Once you have established a comfortable sound level:
eSet the dial and leave it there.

Taking a minute to do this now will help to prevent hearing damage
or loss in the future. After all, we want you listening for a lifetime.

CAUTION!
DO NOT INSTALL OR PLACE THIS UNIT IN A BOOK-

CASE, BUILT IN CABINET OR IN ANOTHER CONFINED
SPACE IN ORDER TO KEEP WELL VENTILATED CONDI-
TION. ENSURE THAT CURTAINS AND ANY OTHER MA-
TERIALS DO NOT OBSTRUCT THE VENTILATION
CONDITION TO PREVENT RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK
OR FIRE HAZARD DUE TO OVERHEATING.

Use of batteries ]

oAlign the poles (+ and -) properly when inserting the batteries.
oDo not mix old and new batteries, or batteries of different types

(manganese and alkaline, etc.).
oNever subject batteries to excessive heat or flame; do not attempt

to disassemble them; and be sure they are not short-circuited.
elf the remote control is not to be used for a long pedod of time,

remove the batteries and store them in a cool, dark place.

oDo not attempt to recharge alkaline or manganese batteries.
oDe not use rechargeable type batteries.

Mishandling of batteries can cause electrolyte leakage which can
damage items the fluid cantacts and may cause a fire.
If electrolyte leaks from the batteries, consult your dealer.
Wash thoroughly with water if electrolyte comes in contact with any
part of your body.

l
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DANGER LhSERRADIATION_EN OPEN
AVOID[IIRECTEXFOSURETO8FJ_M

DANGER P_D_TIONIJ_SERLOeSC41EOIIVEET
_TER TOtJTE_PO_TIONAUFAISCEkU

AOV_SEL _UOE_ffie30N _C_UOS_nEL_FORSr_G

MARO! kVAIT;_SSkJAStJ(_L_LtJ_ITL_O¢_ffTTAESS_OtETALTTI_k
L_SEF_IE]LYLLEAL_KkTSOSAIEES[EN

LAS_RSTRk[NI_3_ _N_ _EL_ _IpP_ O_H
VARNING Sp_REN_tJfiKOPpL_Dfi_TP_KTAEJSTR_LEN

_E_ST_G _ OEKSfLk_S OG$i_E_SL_S
ADVkffSEL B_YIESL_Nf_k[KSPO_R_NGFO_STP_t_N

VORSICHT LASEP3TR,_LU__NN_BOECK_NGOE_FFNE[
NIGHTO_MST_N__JSSETZEN

(Inside ofproduct)

tl_lt_rieur de I*ap,pareil)

(Indersiden at apparatet)

(Tuotteensis_ll_)

(Apparatens insida)

(Produktets innside)

(Ira Inneren des Ger_tes)

(Back of product)

I AUTION:

The AC voltage is different according to the area.
Be sure to set the proper voltage in your area before use.
(For details, please refer to page g.)

Transmission
window

About 7 meters in front of the
signal sensor

I Operation notes I

• Do not place obstacles between the remote control signal sensor
and remote control unit.

oDo not expose the remote control signal sensor to direct sunlight or
to the bright light of an invertor fluorescent light.

eTake care to keep the remote control signal sensor and end of the
remote control unit free from dust.

elf this system is installed in a rack with glass doors, the glass doors'
thickness or color might make it necessary to use the remote con-
trol a shorter distance from the system.

I To prevent damage

eNever placeheavy items on top of the unit.
oDo notdisassembleor reconstructthe unit.
eOo notspillwateror otherliquidsintothe unit.

RQTS067
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DVD stereo system is manufactured to respond to Region manage-
ment information that is described on s DVD disc.

If the number on the DVD disc does not correspond to the system,
disc play cannot be done.

This product incorporates copyright protection technology
that is protected by method claims of certain U.S. patents end

other intellectual property rights owned by Macrovision
Corporation and other rights owners. Use of this copyright

protection technology must be authorized by Macrovision
Corporation, and is intended for home and other limited

viewing uses only unless otherwise authorized by Macrovi-
sion Corporation. Reverse engineering or disassembly is
prohibited.

This system can play back discs bearing any of the marks:
G DVD
G V-CD (Video CD)
@ CO

• This system can not play the following discs

DVDs with a region number from outside the country of purchase
and not marked "ALL". DVD-ROM/DVD-R/DVD-RAM/CD-ROM/
CDV/CD-G/Photo CD/CD-R.

eThls system cannot play DTS discs

This system doesn't have DTS decoder, so you cannot enjoy the
disc encoded with DTS.

DVDs and Video CDs are recorded using either PAL or NTSC.

Refer this table when selecting discs.

TV type Disc

Multi- PAL

system TV NTSC

NTSC TV PAL

NTSC

PAL TV PAL

NTSC

"IV Monitor

For U.S.A. and
For others

Canada

G x GO

@o ®o

G x G x

@o ®o

® x ® 0"

® x G x

The bottom part of the picture may be cut off if the Video CD played

does not comply with standards.

*You cannot do any operation (e.g., the initial settings) by interacting
with the TV screen.
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(Left) (Right)

100 mm

Place the speakers so that the superwoofer is on the outside. []

• Keep your speakers at least 10 mm (W3z') away from the system for
proper ventilation.

eTo avoid damage to the speakers, do not touch the speaker cones
if you have taken the nets off.

[]

Center speaker ]

Place thecenterspeakeraboveyour TV, as closeto it as possible.

Do not place the center speakeron this unit as sound quality will be
affected.

[ Surround speakers J

We recommend that surround speakers be placed on the side of, or
slightly behind, the listener at ear level.
Place the speakers with the Panasonic logo facing toward the listen-
ing position.
However, the position should be adjusted to your personal prefer-
ence, because the effect varies to some degree depending upon the
type of music and the music soume.

For your reference
Even if you are forced to put your surround speakers on top of your
front speakers, this system still allows you to enjoy surround effects
(1 pages 41,45, "Virtual rear surround effect").

Attaching to a wall []
Set speaker onto screws and slide through bracket to lock into po-
sition.

The wall or pillar on which the speaker systems are to be attached
should be capable of supporting a weight of 5 kg.

Caution

• Use the speakers only with the recommended
system. Failure to do so may lead to damage
to the amplifier and/or the speakers, and may
result in the risk of fire. Consult a qualified
service person if damage has occurred or If
you experience a sudden change in perfor-
mance.

• Do not attempt to attach these speakers to
wails using methods other than those de-
scribed in this manual.

If irregular coloring occurs on your TV
These speakers are designed to be used close to a TV, but
the picture may be affected with some TVs and set-up com-
binations.
If this occur, turn the TV off for about 30 minutes.
The TV's demagnetizing function should correct the problem.

If it persists, move the speakers further away from the TV.

¢j
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Connect the AC power supply cord after you have connected all other cables.
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To household AC outlet

_lil'liT_l

_T5067

M Adhesive tape

FM indoor antenna _ :]

_1 (_) _, _ . i._ntenna h°lder _11

@

LOOp -

Gray (+)- __l/-

Black (-)

lue (-)

(Left) (Right)

v,OEOOU_

VOLT ADd

Appliance inlet Connector

Approx. 6 mm

m



ePlug the AC power supply cord into a household AC outlet only
after an other connections have been made.

eTo prepare the antenna wires and speaker cords, twist the vinyl
cover tip end pull off.

oX
O Connect the FM indoor antenna.

Tape the antennato e wall orcolumn,in a positionwhereradio
signalsare received withthe leastamountof interference.

J_r_

For best reception:
An FM outdoor antenna is recommended.

I_ Connect the AM antenna.loop
After attaching the antenna, turn on the system and tune in a
broadcast station. Then, turn the antenna to the angle of best
reception and least interference.

[] Connect the front speakers.
Connecteach end of the speakercablesto the terminallevers
of thesame color.

Use only the supplied front speakers.
The combination of the main unit and front speakers provide the
best sound. Using other front speakers can damage the unit
and sound quality will be negatively affected.

To prevent damage to circuitry,never short-circuitpositive (+)
and negative(-) speakerwires.

[] Connect the center speaker.

]Connect the surround speakers.

[] Connect a TV (not included).
Connectavideoconnectioncordfromthissystem toyourTV.

I_']l
Set the voltage.
Use a flat-head screwdriver to turn the voltage selector of the
rear panel to the appropriate position for the area in which this
system is used.
Set the voltage selector to "220 V" or 530-240 V".

I_1 Connect the AC power cord.
M

If the power plug does not fit your socket, use the power plug
adaptor (included). []

Insertion of connector

Even when the connector is perfectly inserted, depending on
the type of inlet used, the front part of the connector may jut out
as shown in the drawing.
However there is no problem using the unit.

For your reference
information you enter into the unit's memory, except for the
time, remains intact for up to two weeks after the AC power sup-
ply cord is disconnected.

You may need an outdoor antenna if you use this system in a moun-
tainous region or inside a reinforced-concrete building, etc.

J FM outdoor antenna J B

Disconnect the FM indoor antenna if an FM outdoor antenna is in-
stalled.

An outdoor antenna should be installed by a qualified technician
only.

q

75_ coaxial

cable ._,
(not included)

GN

FM outdoor antenna
(not included)

O

_"_ 30 mm

(_) _ Shield braid

_--_15 mm

Core wire

J AM outdoor antenna ]

Connect the outdoor antenna without removing the AM loop anten-
na. Run 5 to 12 m of vinyl-covered wire horizontally along a window
or other convenient location.

When the unit is not in use, disconnect the outdoor antenna to pre-
vent possible damage that may be caused by lightning. Never use an
outdoor antenna during an electrical storm.

(not included)
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13/with S-VIDEO terminal

(not included)

Rear panel of this unit

S-VIDEO
IN

Laser disc player
(not included)

AUDIO
L_ OUT

Rear panel of this unit

Video cassette recorder

(not included)

[ ]

AUDIO
OUT

Rear panel of this unit

Record player

(notincluded) Rear panel of this unit

• For details, refer to the manual of the units which are to be con-
nected.

eWhen units other than those described below are to be connected,

please consult with your dealer.

(R)=_ "_

Television set (with S-VIDEO terminal) [] I

[ Laser disc player [] ]

[ Video casseffe recorder rd ]

Youcan playbackthesoundfrom a videocassetterecorderthrough
this unit'sspeakersorrecordsoundfrom thisunitontoa videocas-
sette.

[ Record player [] ]

Soundcannotbe producedunlessan phoneequalizer(not included)
is connected,
A recordplayerwitha built-inphonoequalizerisrecommended.

To improve the sound effect
The front speakers have built-in subwoofers, but it is possible to con-
nect another subwoofer (not included) to the SUBWOOFER OUT
terminal on the rear panel of this unit.
If you have connected the subwoofer, press end hold {S.WOOFER]
for about 2 seconds so "SUB W ON" is shown on the display.

The extra subwoofer can produce sound only when "rio DIGITAL" is
selected.

RQTS067
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I Main unit [] I
No. Name Ref. page

(_ Disc manager button (DISC MANAGER) ........ 26
CD edit button (CD EDIT) ..................... 35

O Disc tray .................................. 16
(_ AC supply indicator (AC IN) .................. 13

This indicatorlightswhen the unitis connectedto the AC mains
supply.
Stanby/on switch (POWER, (_/I) ............... 13
Pressto switchthe unitfrom on to standbymodeorvice versa.
In standbymode, the unit is stillconsuminga small amountof
power.

(_ ECO mode button (ECO) ...................... 13
Q Input select buttons and indicators (DVD/CD, TUNER/

BAND, TAPE DECK1/2, AUX1/2) ...... 14, 17, 30, 54
® DOLBY DIGITAL indicator (nn DIGITAL) ........ 42

Still picture/pause button (11) ................. 19
Slow/search buttons ('4<1, IH_ SLOW/SEARCH). 19
Headphones jack (PHONES) .................. 54

_) Deck I cassette holder ...................... 30
<_ Disc select buttons and indicators

(DISC1-DISC5) ............................. 17
_) Disc tray open/close buttons

(OPEN/CLOSE A 1-5) ....................... 16
Display select/demonstration button
(-DISPLAY/-DEMO) ...................... 12, 54

_ Volume control (VOLUME) ................... 15

Karaoke effect button (KARAOKE EFFECT) ..... 49

Karaoke mode select button (KARAOKE) ....... 47

Microphone volume control (MIC VOL) ......... 47

Mixing microphone jacks (MIXING MIC) ......... 47
Deck 2 cassette holder ...................... 30

Center console [] I
Video CD indicator (VIDEO CD)
Lightsregardlessof thekindof discin theunit.
DVD indicator (DVD)
Lightsregardlessof thekindof discin theunit.
DOLBY PRO LOGIC on/off button and indicator
(rlFI PRO LOGIC) ........................... 43
Super surround on/off button and indicator
(SUPER SURROUND) ........................ 44
Simulated stereo on/off button and indicator
(SIMULATED STEREO) ...................... 46
Display
AV effect buttons and indicators
(CENTER FOCUS, VIRTUAL REAR SRND, MULTI
REAR SRND, SEAT POSITION) .......... 44, 45, 46
3D AI EQ button (3D AI EQ) ................... 39
Jog controI and joy stick
(SOUND CONTROL JOG) ..................... 37
Play timer/record timer button and indicator
(_) PLAY/_ REC) ........................ 50, 51

_) Deck I open button (--_ DECK1 OPEN) .......... 30
Clock/timer button (CLOCK/I'IMER) ...... 13, 50, 51
Tape edit button (TAPE EDIT) ................. 36
Recording start/stop button (4) REC/STOP) ..... 33

DOLBY NR on/off button (DOLBY NR) .......... 30
_) Reverse mode select button (REV MODE) ....... 30

Basic operating buttons
Functionschangeaccordingto the source.
Deck 2 open button (A DECK2 OPEN) .......... 30
Super woofer button and indicator
(S.WOOFER) ............................... 37

t_
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Remo_ control ]

Buttons such as O function in exactly the same way as the buttons
on the main unit.

No. Name Ref. page

(_ Subtitle select button (SUB TITLE) ............. 24

Title select button (TITLE) .................... 25

Marker button (MARKER) .................... 21

_) Select button (SELECT) ...................... 17

Left and right cursor buttons (4, I_) ........... 17

EQ select button (EQ) ....................... 37

(_ Numeric buttons (>10,1-0) ................... 22

Clear button (CLEAR) ....................... 21

Repeat button (REPEAT) ..................... 20

Shift button (SHIFT)

Muting button (MUTING) ..................... 54

Audio select button (AUDIO) .................. 24

Angle select button (ANGLE) ................. 26

Menu button (MENU) ...' ..................... 25

Display button (DISPLAY) .................... 27

Return button (RETURN) ..................... 18

Down/off, up/on cursor buttons
(Y DOWN/OFF, • UP/ON).................... 17

Disc button (DISC) .......................... 22

Play mode select button (PLAY MODE) ......... 22

A-B repeat button (A-B REPEAT) .............. 20

Using the [SHIFT] button

Functions labeled with orange letters are operated by pressing
[SHIFT] then pressing the required button.
e[SLEEP] .............. 53 e[S.STEREO] ........... 46

[KARAOKE] ........... 47
o[SET UP] .............. 55
e[TEST] ............... 42
e[on PRO LOGIC] ....... 43
o[S.SURROUND] ........ 44

e[CH SELECTJ .......... 42
o[AV EFFECT] .......... 44
o[3D AI] ................ 39
o[MIX 2CH] ............. 42

iili_lllllll lili'lll

[KARAOKE EFFECT] .... 49
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If the clock has not been set, a demonstration of the display is shown
when the unit is off.
This function is se! to on at the time of purchase.

To get the most from the ECO mode (i page 13), turn the demo
function off.

Press and hold [-DISPLAY/-DEMO] until "NO
DEMO" is displayed.
Every time you press and hold the button;
NO DEMO (off).__DEMO (on)
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The example in the figure shows how to set the time for 4:25 p.m.
For U.S.A. end Canada: 12 hour clock
For others: 24 hour clock

[] Press [POWER] to turn the unit on.

[] Press [CLOCK/TIMER] to select "CLOCK".
Every time you press the button;

CLOCK_) PLAY--, _)REC

_Previous display_

[_"] (within 5 seconds or so) I
Press [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] to set the I
present time. mm

[] Press [CLOCK/TIMER] to finish setting the _:
time.
The display will return to whatever was displayed before you set
the time

Displaying the clock
When the unit is off
When ECO mode is off;

The clock is displayed constantly.
When ECO mode is on;

Press [-DISPLAY/-DEMO],
The clock is displayed for about 5 seconds and then the display goes
blank again.

When the unit is on

Press [CLOCK/TIMER] so "CLOCK" is shown.
The clock is shown for about 5 seconds then the previous display is
restored,

Turn ECO mode on to reduce the amount of energy consumed while
the unit is in standby mode.
This mode is set to on at the time of purchase.

NORMAL (off) ECO (on)

Display Clock display, etc. Blank

Power
0.6 W

consumption 14 W
in standby 1 W
mode

The demonstration is shown if DEMO is on, regardless of the condi-
tion of the ECO mode. Turn Dr=MO off if ECO is used.

Turning ECO on and off:

Press [POWER] to turn the unit on.
Press [ECO].
The current mode is shown.

Press again to change the mode•
NORMAL (off)__ECO (on)
When ECO is on:

When the unit is turned off, the display panel remains blank but the
AC IN indicator stays to show the unit is still connected to the AC
power output.

When the unit is off, the mode can be switched from NORMAL to
ECO, but not the other way. RQTS067
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• Up to 12 stations can be set in each band with automatic or mancaf
memory presetting.

==Ifbroadcast frequencies are preset in the memory, you can easily
tune in any of these frequencies from the system or remote control
unit.

• You can preset just those stations you like. (See "Presetting only
your favorite stations" below.)

Foryour reference
Frequency displays are different according to the area.

[] Press [TUNER/BAND] to select band.
The powerwill comeon automatically.
Everytimeyou pressthe button;"FM"*-_."AM".

[] Press [11, TUNE MODE] to select "MANUAL".
Every time you pressthe button; "MANUAL"*_."PRESET".

[] Press [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] until the dis-
play shows the frequency from which you want

to begin automatic memory presetting.
(_) Hold downeither [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] until the fre-

quencynumbersstartscrolling.
_) When near to the frequency you are lookingfor, press

[TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] repeatedlyuntilthe stationis
tuned in.

[] Press and hold [_H_/=,._I, MEMORY] until the
frequency begins to change.
Thiswillstartpresettingautomatically.When finished, theradio
willtune inthe laststationmemorized.

If auto presetting is not possible because radio signals are
weak or for some other reason, do the following.

I Presetting only your favorite stations I

1. Perform step [] above. Then, press [=,_-/=HM, MEMORY] (the
frequency flashes) and select a station with [-rUNE/TIME ADJ (v
or ^)).

2. While the frequency is flashing press [1_._-/_, MEMORY]
again and select a preset channel with [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or
^)].

3. Press [1_/_._1, MEMORY] to preset the station.

Memory retention
The preset stationsare retained in memory for about2 weeksevenif
the systemis unplugged.

[ About allocation seltlngs ]

Each country allocates broadcast band according to their particular
needs.

For U.S.A. and Canada (0.2 MHzH0.1 MHz):
This unit can receive FM broadcasts allocated in 0.1 MHz steps.
For others (9 kHz _ 10 kHz):
This unit can receive AM broadcasts allocated in 10 kHz steps.

To change the steps
1, Press and hold [TUNER/BAND].

After a few seconds the display changes to a flashing display of a
current minimum one.

2. Continue to hold [TUNER/BAND] down.

The minimum frequency changes and release the button.
To return to the original steps, repeat above steps.

After changing the allocation setting, the frequencies you previously
preset in the memory will be cleared.
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For your reference
Frequency displays are different according to the area.

i'I Press [TUNER/BAND] to select band.
The unit comes on and the radio begins to play.
Every time you press the button; "FM"<--->"AM".

Press [I, TUNE MODE] to select "PRESET" or
[] "MANUAL".

Every timeyou press thebutton; "MANUAL"*_."PRESET".

PRESET: For preset stations
MANUAL: For non-preset stations

[] Press [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] to select the
desired broadcast.

"STEREO" lightswhen an FM stereo broadcastis being re-
ceived,

"TUNED"lightswhen youpreciselytune ina broadcaststation,

[] Turn [VOLUME] to adjust the volume level,

Auto tuning ]

Auto tuning is an easy way to tune in non-preset stations in the man- "_
ual mode. }Hold down [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)], and release the button
when the frequency starts scrolling.

The frequency will stop automaticalty on the first station it picks up. "Ol._
•When there is outside interference, the radio sometimes stops on a

certain frequency where no station is broadcasting.

To stop auto tuning
Press[TUNE/TIME ADJ(v or ^)] again,

I If noise is excessive in the FM stereo mode [] I
Press [1<</<.4, FM MODE/BP]. ("MONO" will light up.)
Sound will be produced in monaural, but this also reduces noise.
Press the button again to cancel. =MONO" will go out.

Normally, you'll want to listen in stereo, so leave "MONO" off. This
way, you can listen to stereo broadcasts in stereo, and monaural
broadcasts in mono.

You can preset an FM station in monaural by following the steps un-
der "Presetting only your favorite stations" on page 14. After select-
ing the station in step 1, select "MONO" with [I_P</.<-<, FM MODE/
BP], then continue with steps 2 and 3.

oil you preset stations in memory they can be easily selected from
the remote control with [41/v], [1_/^] or the numeric buttons.
1. Press [TUNER] to select band on the remote control.
2. Press [</v] or [1_/^] to select the channel, or select the re-

quired channel directly with the numeric buttons.
To select a two-digit channel:
Press [_>10]and then the two numbers you want within 10 sec-
onds or so.

oSound is momentarily interrupted if you load/unload tapes while lis-
tening to an AM broadcast.

.... _ _ ROTS067



Always stop the changer before loading or changing discs. You can-
not change discs while e disc is playing.

[] press an [OPEN/CLOSE _ (1-5)] button.
]'he selected tray will open.

[] Set a disc in the tray.

[] Press the same [OPEN/CLOSE A (1-5)] button.
eThe tray will close•
olf "DVD/CD" is selected as the input source and a DVD or vid-

eo CD with PBC is inserted, the Automatic Play function is
activated. (Refer to the following article)

To continue loading discs in the other trays
Press another [OPEN/CLOSE A (1-5)] button to open the required

tray.
The current tray closes and the selected tray automatically opens.

{

V

Q

OPEN/
CLOSE

O_ X_ 12cm

Disc indicators (DISC1-DISC5) ]

These indicatorslightgreento showa tray is in the playing position,
whetherit is loaded ornot,.

[ TO prevent damage ]

Always observe the following points.
oLoad only 1 disc per tray. []
oLoad discs as shown in figure I_J.

oAn adapter is not needed with 8 cm discs (singles).
oSet the system on a flat, level surface.

Do not set it on top of magazines, inclined surfaces, etc.
ado not move the system while trays are opening/closing, or when

loaded.

oDo not put anything except discs in trays.
oDo not use cleaning discs or discs which are badly warped or

cracked.

oDo not use discs with poorly attached labels or stickers.
Adhesive protruding from underneath stickers or left over from
peeled off stickers can cause your stereo to malfunction.

oDo not use irregular shaped discs. []

Automatic Play function
Most DVDs and Video GDs with PBC start playing if any of the fol-
lowing operations is performed:
e[OPEN/CLOSE _] is pressed to close the tray after inserting a

disc.

eTha power is turned on when a disc is in the changer and the input
selector is set to "DVD/CD".

oWhen a disc is in the changer and "DVD/CD" is selected as the
source with [DVD/CD] on the unit or the remote control.

Press [HI to stop a disc if play starts while setting the timers or pre-
paring to make a recording.

×@×0
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SELECT

Before playing DVDs and Video CDs
The menu screen language has been factory preset to English.
If you would like to change the menu language, please refer to "Se-
lecting menu language" (-, page 56).

I Some figures are slightly different for discs. 1

 rtm li
Preparation:

Switch the TV on and set it to =Video" input when playing DVDs or
video CDs,

[] Press [DVD/CD].
The powerwillcomeon automatically.
If the unit was off and a disc was loaded, play will start automat-
ically (One touch play function).

_'_1 Insert discs in the trays. (- page16)

[] Press [DISC1]-[DISCS] to select the disc you
want.

[]

[] Turn [VOLUME] to adjust the volume level.

When e menu screen appears on the TV monitor
In case of interactive DVDs or Video CDs with playback con-
trol, a menu screen appears on the TV monitor. Perform step

[] as follows.

he cursor buttons 1<1• • J,)
to select the menu item,

Q(_) Press [SELECT].
eYou can select the menu item by operating the Joystick (< •

• &) on the main unit.
eYou can also select the desired item by pressing the numeric _,j

button(s). O
A different menu is displayed or play of the selected item will Q
begin.

To stop the disc
Press [11].
Resume function is activated.

Resume function

"RESUME" is displayed when the Resume function is active.
Press [•] and play resumes from the point it was last stopped at.

This position is kept in the memory even if the unit is turned off, so it
is convenient when watching movies.

To cancel

Press [11]while the unit is stopped.

*This function only works on discs that have their elapsed time dis-
played during playback.

*This function may not work with some DVDs.
*Ensure this function has been canceled before recording.
*This function is automatically canceled by the following.

*The tray is opened.
eAnother disc is moved to the playing position.

RQT5067
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When the menu continues onto another screen []

After step [] on page 17, press [I_.ilHH].

(Skip buttons may not be effective depending on the disc.)
eta return to the previous menu screen

Press [I_HI/<<].
aFar operation, refer also to the jacket of the disc concerned.

To return to the menu screen []

With soma discs, playback may start without showing the menu
screen. To show the menu screen, do the following.
eDVD

Press [TITLE], [MENU] or [RETURN].

(Which button is pressed depends on the disc.)
eVideo CO

Press [RETURN].

The disc continues to rotate while the menu is displayed even after
the unit has finished playing a particular item. When no further selec-
tions are to be played, be sure to press [11_to ¢tear the menu disptay.

Chapter Play function (DVD only)
This 1unction plays a taw seconds of each chapter from the begin-
ning of the title up to the point where operation was stopped at the
second chapter or more.
When you p_ay a DVD with chapters recorded on it, stop the disc:
0 Press [1_].

The message, "PRESS PLAY to chapter preview", is shown on
the TV.

(_ Press [_'] again while the message is on the TV.

When "NO DISC" appears on the display
It indicates there is no disc on the tray in the playing position or the
disc is placed in upside down (and it is a single sided disc).

When "_" appears on the TV when a button is pressed
It indicates the corresponding operation is prohibited by the unit or
the disc.

When "96kHz 24bit" appears on the display
This message indicates that the disc being played is a disc with high
quality sound recorded with a sampling frequency of 96 kHz and
24 bits,

When "NO PLAY" appears on the display
It indicates that the disc being played does not correspond to the
system, disc play cannot be done. ("* page 6)
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Press [I I] during play.
• DVDNideo CD:

The unit will be placed in the stiff picture mode.
eAudio CD:

The unit will be placed in the pause mode,

To return to normal play
Press [1_].
Normalplaybegins.

Press [!<_/-<_] or [).-_/IHH] during play.

[]

A chapter (DVD) or a track (Video
Forward 1,._-/1_,4 CD/CD) is skipped each time the

button is pressed.

When the button is pressed once
midway through a chapter/track, play
returns to the beginning of that

Backward I.<</<P< chapter/track. When it is pressed

again, a chapter/track is skipped
each time the button is pressed.

[]

For your reference
When [1<</<1<1] or [H,_/UH,,-n]is pressed during play of DVDs/
Video CDs, a menu screen may sometimes be recalled.

[]

Press [SLOW/SEARCH (<<1 or IH_)] during play.
The speed of search is relativelyslow at first.When the buttonis
pressedagain, the speedbecomesfaster. (Each time the buttonis
pressed,thespeed increasesup to 5 steps.)

To return to normal play

Press ()" i.
Normal play begins.

II
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Repeat play [] }

• Repeat function works only with discs for which the elapsed playing
time appears on the display dudng playback.

• Repeat function may not work correctly with some DVDs.

Press [REPEAT] during play.
Each time this button is pressed, the TV monitor changes as shown
and the disc will repeat a chapter, title or a track.
.DVD

(_ Repeat of chapter/"CHAPTER REPEAT"
O Repeat of title?'TITLE REPEAT"
Q Cancel repeat mode/"REPEAT OFF"

• Video CD/Audlo CD

_) Repeat of track/'TRACK.REPEAT"
_) Repeat of entire disc contentsY'ALL REPEAT"

Cancel repeat moder'REPEAT OFF"

To cancel repeat play
Press [REPEAT] until "_ OFF" (onTV) or "REPEAT OFF" (onthis
unit) is displayed.

To enjoy program repeat play
If [REPEAT] is pressed during program play (m page 23), the mode
changes as follows:
Repeat of programmed track,-

Repeat of all programs

Cancel repeat mode
(Normal program play)

For your reference
Use the Disc Manager function if you want to listen to all discs re-
peatedly.

I Repeating a specific section (A-B REPEAT)[] j

A-B repeat function may not work correctly with some discs.

[] Press [A-B REPEAT] during play at the point
where repeat play is to commence (A),

[] Press [A-B REPEAT] at the point where repeat
play is to be concluded (B),

The selected section plays repeatedly.

To cancel A-B repeat play
Press [A-B REPEAT] until"___ • e" is displayed•

eA-B repeat play works only within a title (DVD) or a track (Video
CD/Audio CD).

• Some subtitles recorded around point A or B may fail to appear
(DVD).



+ Marker functions work only with discs for which the elapsed playing
time appears on the display during playback.

MARKER

,I o= +++

Storing a marker in the [] ]memory

[] Press [MARKER] during play.

[] Press [SELECT] during play at the starting
point to be viewed (listened) again.

Up to 5 markers can be stored in the memon/.

To clear the display
Press [MARKER].

To store the second marker in the memory

While MARKER display appears,
Q Press [1_].
(_ Press [SELECT].

l Recalling a marker [] l

[] Press [MARKER] during play.

[] Press [<I] or [I_] to select the marker you want
to recall•

[] Press [A] to recall a marker•
Play resumes from the point corresponding to the selected
marker.

To clear a marker
Press[CLEAR]in stepI_1,
The selectedmarker iscleared•

• You can't use the Marker function during program play, random

play or the PBC mode.
,,Some subtitles recorded around the marker may fail to appear

(DVD).

For your reference
All the markers are cleared when the power is turned off, the disc is
removed or sound source is switched.

Press [I I] in the still picture mode. (-, page19)

[]

The disc is advanced by one frame each time the button is pressed.
For consecutive frame advance, press [4] or [1_].

[<1]: Backward (DVD only)
[b.]: Forward (DVD, Video CD only)

To return to normal play
Press [1_].
The normalplaybegins,

|
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Press [SLOW/SEARCH (<<1 or IH_)] in the still pic-
ture mode. (- page 19)
The speed is slow at first, When the button is pressedagain, the
speed becomesfaster, (Each timethe buttonis pressed,the speed
increasesup to 5 steps,)

"] 666b

To return to normal play
Press [1_I.
The normal play begins.

[]

I

Q

This function works with video CDs without pBC and audio CDs,

[] Press [DVD/CD].

[] Press [DISC].

[] Press [1]-[5] to select the desired disc,
After the disc has been changed, play begins from the first track
on the selected disc.

L_When the first track play begins:
Press the numeric button(s) to select the de-
sired track number.

To select a two-digit track
Press [>10] and then the two numbers you want within 10 seconds or
so.
For example:
Track no. 20:[_>101-->[2]_,[01
Track no. 35: [->10]--_[3]--*[5]

[]

DVD/CD

*,, .... ,, ..... ., ..... ,o_ .... *,.,o°°,, ....

(_ Random PlaybackPress PLAY to start

k;_

This function works with video CDs without PBC and audio CDs.

[] Press [DVD/CD].

[] Press [PLAY MODE] to select "RANDOM" in
the stop mode.
Eachtime thebuttonis pressed,
PRGM -_, RANDOM
t--off_

[] Press [ll_/^].

After playback
Playis stoppedand therandomplayscreenis displayed.

To cancel random play
Press [PLAYMODE] to select"off' inthestopmode,

RQTS067
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• This function works with video CDs without PBC and audio CDs.

eThis function allows you to program up to 18 tracks.
eYou can operate the program play function interactively in conjuc-

tion with the TV set.

[] Press [DVD/CD].

[] Press [PLAY MODE] to select "PRGM" in the
stop mode.
Eachtime thebuttonis pressed,
PRGM ---, RANDOM

_- Off* J

[] 0 Press one of cursor buttons (<11_ • &) until
the desired track number is selected,

(_ Press [SELECT].
You can also select the desired track number by using the nu-
meric button(s).
The selected track is stored in the memory.

Repeat step [] until you have programmed all tracks you want.

[] Press [1_/^].
Playwill startin theprogrammedsequence.

After playback
Playis stoppedand the programplayscreenis displayed,

To cancel program play
Press [PLAYMODE]to select"off'inthe stopmode,

To clear the programmed contents
When the program play screen is displayed
eTo clear the programmed track in order from the last track

Press one of cursor buttons to select "Clear last" and press
[SELECT].
Pressing [CLEAR] also clears the last programmed track.

eTo clear the entire program
Press one of cursor buttons to select "Clear all" and press
[SELECT].
Programs are cleared when the power is turned off, the disc is re-
moved or sound source is switched.

The programplay function cannotbe used whenconnectedto a PAL
TV.

I

i
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Number of subtitle

SUBTITLE
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AUDIO

Number of audio
soundtrack

[]

• It is possible to change the subtitle language from the one selected
at the initial settings to a different language, if available.

eThis operation works only with discs on which multiple subtitle lan-
guages are recorded.

| _Tiii ,=lille] (-Jl=:llll I ,rollg]ll LvJ

[] Press [SUB TITLE] during play.
When no subtitles are recorded =--" will be displayed instead of
the language number.

[] Press [A] or [V] until the desired language is
selected,
Pressing the numeric button(s) also changes the subtitle lan-
guage.

To clear the display
Press [SUBTITLE]or [SELECT].

To clear/display the subtitles
Press [<] or [1_]to selectON orOFF at thestepIffJ

The subtitle language may not change immediately.

For your reference

eWhen the preferred language is not selected even after pressing
[&] or [T] several times, itmeans that the language is not available
on the disc.

eWhen the power is turned on or the dLscis removed, subtitles ap-
pear in the language selected at the initial settings.

• It is possible to change the audio soundtrack language from the

one selected at the initial settings to a different language, if avail-
able.

eThis operation works only with discs on which multiple audio
soundtreck languages are recorded.

]Press [AUDIO] during play.
When no audiosoundtrackis recorded,"--" willbe displayed
insteadofthe languagenumber.

[] Press [&] or [Y] until the desired language is
selected.

Pressingthe numericbutton(s)alsochangesthe audiosound-
tracklanguage.

To clear the display
Press [AUDIO] or [SELECT].

For your reference

eWhen the preferred language is not selected even after pressing
[A] or [T] several times, it means that language is not available on
the disc.

eWhen the power is turned on or the disc is removed, the language
heard is the one selected at the initial settings.
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oSome discs with movies, for example, may be available with two or
more titles. If the disc has a title menu recorded on it, the [TITLEI
button can be used to select the movie title.

eThe details of operation depend on the disc used.

[] Press [TITLE] during play.
A list of the titles on the disc is displayed.

Pressing [TITLE] again resumes play from the scene when
[TITLE] was first pressed.

[] (_ Press one of cursor buttons (< • • A) until
the desired item is selected.

(_ Press [SELECT],
You can also select the desired title by using the numeric

button(s),

[]

Some DVDs have unique menu structures called DVD menus. For i
example, DVDs programmed with complex contents provide guide imenus, and those recorded with various languages provide menus
for audio and subtitle language. Although the DVD menu's contents

and operation differ from disc to disc, the following explains basic =
operation when this feature is used.

[] Press [MENU] during play. _
The DVD menu available on the disc is displayed.

@
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Pressing [MENU] again resumes play from the scene when
[MENU] was first pressed.

[] O Press one of cursor buttons (< • • &) until
the desired item is selected.

_) Press [SELECT].
You can also select the desired item by using the numeric

button(s). Q

When the menu continues onto another screen

Repeat step n,

SELECT

•ANGLE

RQTSO_7
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[]

• Some DVDs may contain scenes which have been shot simultane-

ously from a number of different angles. For these discs, the same

scene can be viewed from each of these different angles using the

[ANGLE] button, (The angles depend on the disc used.]

eThis function only works when _ANGLE" is alight•

[] Press [ANGLE] during play.

[] Press [!r] or [&] until the desired angle is se-
lected.
Pressing thenumericbutton(s) also changes the angle,

To clear the display
Press[ANGLE]or [SELECT].

[]

rm
This function allows you to playback up to 5 CDs in succession or

repeatedly.
This function skips any discs that require interactive operation
(DVDs and Video CDs) and plays through to the final disc.

[] Press [DISC MANAGER] to select the desired
method in the stop mode.
Every timeyou press the button;
ALL DISC: to playback all discs in succession
ALL DISC REPEAT: to playback all discs repeatedly
1-DISC: to playback 1 disc only on all loaded

discs

[] Press [1_].
Playback begins.
Alternatively you can press [DISC1]-[DISC5] to begin playback
from a specific disc.

To cancel the Disc Manager
Press [DISC MANAGER] to select "l-DISC" in the stop mode.
Cancel can be also accomplished by pressing [11].

What is mean by "final disc"?
For example;
If play starts from disc 4, disc 3 will be the "final disc".
Order of progression
Disc 4_. 5--, 1--) 2--> 3

When a DVD or s Video CD is in the play position
You can select =ALL DISC" or =ALL DISC REPEAT", but during play,
this function is cancelled to "l-DISC" mode.
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This system features GUI (Graphical User Interface) screens con-
sisting of icons showing disc information and changer information,
Some icons only show the indicated information. Other icons allow
the settings to be changed.
You can operate this system interactively by using GUI screens.

Example of GUI screens
(Screens differ with disc contents.)
eDVD (1_)
eVideo CD (131)
• CD (rd)

ra

[] Press [DISPLAY] during play or in the stop
mode.
Each time this button is pressed, the screen changes as shown
below.

!_.GUI screen for disc information

GUI screen for changer information
4_

_11 ilre_i fi_r_il:aW£_°tion play and search functi°n' etc"

Some functions cannot be accessed in the stop mode.

[] Press [<1] or [1_] to select the desired item.
The currentlyselecteditemis indicatedbytheyellowframe on
the GUI screen,

[] Press [T] or [&] to set the condition.
oWhsn numbers are displayed (e.g. title No.), the numeric but-

tons are also effective for setting instead of [V] or [A].
• For some functions, the setting wifl be registered immediately;

for others, [SELECT] must be pressed.

To clear the GU! screen
Press[DISPLAY],[RETURN] or [CLEAR],

For your reference
Depending on the type of DVD discs and a TV with automatic picture
zoom function enabled, the GUI screen may not be displayed or only

partially displayed on the TV screen.
In this case, select the appropriate TV screen type.

|
vt
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I Screen for disc information I

Remarks Changing method

To show the current title No. (DVD) or track No. (Video CD/Audio CD) [y] [A] or Numeric/[SELECT]',_

I_ only
To show the current chapter No. [Y] [A] or Numeric/[SELECT]

To show the elapsed time Numeric/[SELECT] "2

[_ only

_) To show the currant audio soundtrack language No. [V] [A] or Numedc
(_ page 24)

[_ onlyII

i
e

Q

_) To show the audio attribute (type) of the current disc
• LPCM (Linear PCM), MPEG (MPEG audio) or orl Do[by Digital

Q To show the audio atthbute (sampling frequency or channel No.) of the
current disc

• For Linear PCM disc: 48 kHz or 96 kHz

• For Dolby Digital disc: leh to 5.1ch
• For MPEG audio disc: lch to 5ch

(_ To show the audio attribute (bit No.) of the current disc
• For Linear PCM disc: 16 bit to 24 bit

only

_) To show the current subtitle language No. [V] [A] or Numeric

(m page 24)

O To display/clear subtitles _ only
[v][,]

only
To show the current angle No. IV] [A] or Numeric

(-_ page 26)

_ To show the current audio modeL R • LR, Lor R [y] [A]

To show whether Video CD menu play is ON or OFF I_ only

o[y] [A} mean pressing the cursor buttons on the remote control and "Numeric" means pressing the numeric buttons.
• _The track number cannot be selected during menu play of the Video CD.
"2This function does not work with some DVDs.
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I Language abbreviations i

For the languageabbreviations used for the audio soundtrack and
subtitle language icons, see the following table.

ENG English FRA French DEU

ITA Italian ESP Spanish NLD

SVE Swedish NOR Norwegian DAN

POR Portuguese RUS Russian JPN

CHI Chinese KOR Korean MAL

VIE Vietnamese THA Thai

German

Dutch

Danish

Japanese

Malay

Others

Screen for slow-motion play and searchfunction, etc. ]

H --

!

Press [&] to select "1r'.

1. Press [A].
2. Press [_] or [1_]. '_
41: Backward (DVD only)
I_-: Forward (DVDNideo CD only)

Press [T] or [SELECT]to select "1_",

Press [_11]or [_']."
4_1: Backward
I_lb: Forward

*Each time [41] or [1_] is pressed, the speed increases in 5 steps.

I Screen for changer information 1

Remarks Changing
method

[] To start A-B repeat play [SELECT]
(_ page 20) ,L

[SELECT]

[]

To select the repeat play
mode (-_ page 20)
eC (chapter repeat), T (title

repeat) or OFF (normal play)

(DVD)

eT (trackrepeat),A (disc

repeat)or OFF (normalplay)

(VideoCDIAudio CD)

To show the current play
mode

(Video CD/CD only)
(-, pages 22 and 23)
e"---" (normal play), PRG

(program play) or RND
(random play)

[T][A]

To store a marker [SELECT]

To recan a marker i_] [-I_]-_

[A]

TO clear a marker i_] [_f-_

[CLEAR]

(-,page 21)

e[_l] [1_] [T] [A] mean pressing the cursol buttons on the remote
control.

eThis function does not work with interactive DVDs or during menu

play of Video CDs.

|
v_
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DECKt/2

Deck in use

Types of tapes which can be played correctly:
The unit automatically identifies the type of tape.

NORMAL POSITION/TYPE I ©

HIGH POSITION/TYPE _t ©

METAL POSITION/TYPE IV ©

You can use either deck 1 or deck 2 for tape playback.

[] press [TAPE DECK1/2].
The power will come on automatically.
If the unit was off and a cassette was loaded, play will start au-
tomatically (One touch play function).

Press [A DECK1 OPEN] or [___DECK2 OPEN]
_land insert the tape.

Insert the tape with the exposed tape facing down•
Close the holder by hand.

[] _R].
You have to turn DOLBY NR ON/OFF according to the type of
recording you made.
Every time you press the button; rlrl NR--)off

t.__J

[] Press [REV MODE] to select the reverse mode.
Every timeyoupressthe button;

:: One side is played, then playback stops automatically.
___: Both sides (front side--_reverse side) are played one

time each, 'then ptay'oack stops automattcatty.
C--"_: Both sides are played 8 times each, then playback stops

automatically.

[] Press [<] or [1_] to start playback.
[1_]: The forward side (front side) will play.
[<]: The reverse side will play.

[] Turn [VOLUME] to adjust the volume level.

To stop tape playback
Press [11],

To ohange the deck to be used []

Press [TAPE DECK1/2] to select the deck you want to use when you
k_ad cassettes ir_to both decks.

To listen to 2 tapes consecutively
Load a tape into each deck and select ¢___. Both tapes will be

played 8 times each.

Playback is interrupted while playing back tapes it you open the oth-
er deck.

Refereoce

After you have turned a surround system on when listening to anoth-
er source, the surround system is automatically turned off when
TAPE is selected as the source and the unit switches to two channel
stereo mode.
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I To fast-forward or rewind the tape []

Press [1414/_] or [_/l_l] in the stop mode.

Tape direction TOrewind Tofast-forward

"W" [_/-_,i] [_,_/_,,_1

"_1" [_-_-/=,._] [_/-4_]

To find the beginning of a program 1(TPS: Tape Program Sensor) []

Press [M_I/41_I] or [l=._/l_q] during play.

Tape To play the current tune To play the next tune
direction from the beginning from the beginning

=," [_,=/._,=] [s_-/s._,,_]

"4" 1=_-/_,,_] 1_/.4_,=]

I _t';£F3

The TPS function searches for silent parts of about 4 seconds in

length which are normally found between tunes. As a result, it may
not function propedy in the following cases:
eWith short silent parts
eWhen noise occurs between tunes

eWith silent parts found within tunes

ij[lii,p [qlll ,=_'lpJl_._l ll=_ll_

I About the Dolby noise-reduction system [] I

The Dolby noise-reduction system is designed to effectively reduce

the annoying high-frequency "hissing" noise typical of cassette
tapes•

During recording, the system functions to increase the high-frequen-
cy sound level, and then, during playback, that same portion is weak-
ened to bring it back to the previous level•
The DOLBY NR effect is obtained by selecting the same type of

Dolby during playback as was used during recording•

This unit includes the Dolby B NR-type.

Dolby B NR-type
Noise is reduced to about one-third.

Dolby noise reduction manufactured under license from
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
"DOLBY" and the double-D symbol rid are trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
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Recording

Types of tapes which can record correctly 1

The unit automatically identifies the type of tape.

NORMAL POSITION/TYPE I ©

HIGH POSITION/TYPE II ©

METAL POSITION/TYPE IV ×

This system cannot make a recording, or erase correctly, if metal
position tapes are used.

[ TO record from the beginning of the tape [] ]

You cannot record on the leader part of the tape• Before recording,
wind the tape past the leader to a point where recording can start
immediately.

To start recording from a particular position
on the tape

Wind the tape on to the position you want recording to start from.

I TO start recording from the reverse side [] t

Insert the cassette into deck 2 and follow these steps to change the
side.

O Press [TAPE DECK1/2] so the deck 2 indicator lights.
_) Press [_1] then [I]. Tape direction will be shown as "_".

How volumet sound quality/surround effect
recording

The tape you are recording is not affected whatsoever by changes in
volume, sound quality, surround effect and surround system•
In recording, sound quality, surround effect and surround system are
set automatically to "FLAT".

r To erase a recorded sound [] I
L I

(_) (Only for Asia and China) Disconnect the microphone(s).
_) Press [TAPE DECK1/2].
(_ Insert the recorded tape into deck 2.
(_ (Only for Asia and China) Press [DOLBY NR] so that the Dolby

NR indicator goes out.
_) Press [REV MODE] to select reverse mode•
_) Press [0 REC/STOP].

• You cannot open deck 1 while recording.
eYou cannot fast-forward or rewind one deck while recording with

the other.

For your reference
During recording, sources recorded with Dolby Digital (5.1 ch) are
automatically down mixed and recorded as two channels onto the
cassette.
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Insert the tape to be recorded on into deck 2.
Tape direction is automatically set to "1=-".
Change the tape direction if you want to start recording from the re-
verse side. (-_ page 32)

For your reference
Frequency displays are different according to the area.

Select a radio station.
("_ page 15, steps =11-1_1)

] • ± , *a• i i.II

Press [DOLBY NR].
You have to turn DOLBY NR ON/OFF according to the type of
recording you made,
Every time you press the button; rid NR--_off

[] Press [REV MODE] to select the reverse mode.
Everytime youpressthebutton;
_-->__:)-->¢__)
'_ J

<-,

__), c_):

One side is recorded, then recording stops auto-
matically.

Both sides (front side->reverse side) are record-
ed, then recording stops automatically.

L!_'lJPress [0 REC/STOP] to start recording.
If you selected(_) in step El, the directionwillautomatically
change to_) when recordingstarts.

To stop recording
Press [e REC/STOP].

To cut an unnecessary part while recording
1. Press [0 REC/STOP] during the unnecessary part. The cassette

deck will stop.
2, Press [O REC/STOP] to resume recording again. Recording will

continue in the same direction as before,

When recording an AM broadcast, volume is momentarily inter-

rupted when you start and stop the recording.

To reduce noise while AM recording /(Beat proof function) [] ]
Press [_v</-<<, FM MODE./BP] while recording.
Each time you press the button, BP 1 and BP 2 will be displayed
alternately.
Select the position where there is less noise.

=€

• i
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OPEN/
CLOSE

Preparation:
Insert the tape to be recorded on into deck 2.
Tape direction is automatically set to =b-".
Change the tape direction if you want to start recording from the re-
verse side. (-_ page 32)

[] i¢ t _, , ,.. i i*

Press [DOLBY NR].
You have to turn DOLBY NR ON/OFF according to the type of
recording you made.
Every time you press the button; lid NR-->off

t.__l

[] Press [REV MODE] to select the reverse mode.
Every timeyou pressthe button;

t I

-_': One side is recorded, then recording stops auto-
matically..

__3, c_3: Both sides (front side-,reverse side) are record-
ed, then recording stops automatically.

I_ Insert discs in the trays. (- page 16)
When discs are loaded
Press [DISC1]-[DISC5] to selectthediscto record,thenpress
[11]to stop thedisc.

Press [1_] to start play.

OAt the want to start recording:point you

Press [O REC/STOP] to start recording.
If you selectedc_ in step Ikl, the direction will automatically
changeto ___ whenrecording starts.

[_] r_J_l only
Press [0 REC/STOP] to start recording.
eThe CD will automatically start.

elf you selected ¢___ in step I_1, the direction automatically
changes to --_:_ when recording starts.

To stop recording
eDVD and V-CD

Press [@ REC/STOP].
The disc will keep playing.

eCD only
ePress [@ REC/STOP],

The CD will automatically stop too.
ePress [11].

The tape will have a 4 second silent interval, the CD will automat-
ically stop too.

To record programmed tracks ]

1. Perform steps Irll-kl above, and then press [DVD/CD] on the
remote control.

2. Press [pLAY MODE] to select "PRGM'.
3. Press [_1], [1_], [V], [_1,] to select the track, and then [SIELECT]

on the remote control. (Program the desired tracks.)
4. Press [1_] to start play.
5. Press [O REC/BTOP] to start recording.
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CDEDIT

!,

NI
This function makes it easier for you to record from audio CDs.
eWhen recording, if a track is cut off in the middle at the end of the

front side, it is recorded from the begining on the reverse side.
eAt the end of the reverse side recording stops and the current track

will be interrupted.

Preparation:
Insert the tape to be recorded on into deck 2.

Tape direction is automatically set to "1_".
Change the tape direction if you want to start recording from the re-
verse side. (-* page 32)

[] Q • * , ,

Press [DOLBY NR].
You have to tum DOLBY NR ON/OFF according to the type of
recording you made,
Every time you press the button; DD NR--*off

t__J

[] Press [REV MODE] to select the reverse mode.
Everytime youpressthebutton;

_: One side is recorded, then recording stops auto-
matically.

_..3, c_: Both sides (front side->reverse side) are recorded,
then recording stops automatically.

!_1 Insert audio COs in the trays, (- page16)
M

When discs are loaded

Press [DISC1]-[DISC5] to select the disc to record, then press
[11]to stop the disc.

[] Press [CD EDIT].
If youselectc____in stepFJ, thedirectionautomaticallychang-
es to __:_ when recordingstarts.

i

I!
TO stop recording
Press [0 REC/STOP].
"EDIT OUT" will appear on the display, the CD will automatically stop

too. ,_

I T° edit'rec°rd pr°grammed tracks I _"

1. Perform steps R-IN above, and then press [DVD/CD] on the re- _1_
mote control.

2. Press [PLAY MODE] to select "PRGM". _b
3. Press [<1], [_-], [V], [&] to select the track, and then [SELECT]

on the remote control. (Program the desired tracks.)
4. Press [CD EDIT] to start recording.

When "ERROR" appears on the display
See if the disc manager function is set to "ALL DISC" or "ALL DISC
REPEAT". CD edit only functions in the =l-DISC" mode.
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Tape-to-tape recording

F]

0
I,/
¢J

DECKt/2

T I'-I LT_I-- _. ]

TRPE
, ...................................

Tape direction of the tape you are

recording onto t

::!
, .............................

For U.S.A. and Canada

The recording level will be recorded as they are on the tape being
played back.

For others

The recording level and the Dolby effect will be recorded as they are
on the tape being played back.

Preparation:
Insert the cassettes.

For playback: into deck 1
For recording: into deck 2
Tape direction is automatically set to "_-".
Change the tape direction if you want to start recording from the re-
verse side (-,, page 32)

[] Press [TAPE DECK1/2].

[] Press [REV MODE] to select the reverse mode,
Every time you press the button;

_-_c_
't

_: One side is recorded, then recording stops auto-
matically.

__D, c__3: Both sides (front side--reverse side) are record-
ed, then recording stops automatically.

[] Press [TAPE EDIT] to start recording.
If you selected C__._ in step B, the direction will automatically
change to __b when recording starts,

To stop recording:
Press [111.
Both decks will stop.
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Boosting the super woofer

!_- S.WOOFER

_L*T

1_4T 37
I I_/ _LI

CLEAR

®
SOFT

Press [S.WOOFER].
[S.WOOFER] indicator lights.
eWhen listening to the sound through the speakers

MID (medium)-*MAX (high)_otf
t J

...... .-.-;: --.-. ;-.-; : --.... :

!®
DISCO

®
LIVE

• When listening to the sound through the headphones
Light on (on)-.Light off (off)

t J

To cancel

Press [S.WOOFER] to select "off".

Using the built-in sound quality/
sound field settings []

Turn [SOUND CONTROL JOG] to select the sound
quality or sound field.
When it is turned clockwise, the settings are selected in the following
sequence.
Q HEAVY (sound quality)

Select this when playing rock or other kinds of music that sound
better with an added punch.

@ CLEAR (sound quality) ut
Select this for jazz or other kinds of music for which clarity in the
treble range is desired.

SOFT (sound quality)
Select this when listening to background music.

@ DISCO (sound field) O_
Select this to produce sound with the same kind of lengthy rever-

¢,_oO_--_-'_ berations heard ata disco, _-_
_ LIVE (sound field)

Select this to make vocals more alive.

bO_ _"_'_°"_OeeoNT_O _ HALL (sound field) "_=l
Select this to add an expansiveness to the sound to produce the 0
atmosphere of a great concert hall. ,,_
MANUAL (-. page 38) ._
AI EQ (-_ page 39)

@ FLAT
The display before sound quality adjustments ware started is re-
stored after a moment.

HALL

• ....... ... ....... .

M EO

(MANUAL)

= ......................

AI-EQ

i ......................

:®

FLAT

To release the equalizer
Turn [SOUND CONTROL JOG] to select "FLAT".

g

For selecting by the remote control
Press [EQ].
Each time this button is pressed, the setting is changed in the se-
quence described above,
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i]Turn [SOUND CONTROL JOG] to select
"MANUAL".
When it is turned ClOCkwise,the settings ere selected in the fol-
lowing sequence•
(_) HEAVY <---

® CLEAR
® SOFT
® DrSCO
® LIVE
® HALL

® MANUAL
® AI EQ

® FLAT --

[] Operate Joystick to adjust the sound quality.
® <----> direction: For selecting the range of the sound to be

adjusted
Characteristics of each sound range
100 Hz: Super woofer range
Around 330 Hz: Bass to midrange
1 kHz: Midrange
Around 3.3 kHz: Midrange to treble
10 kHz: Treble

(_ ,_ I' direction: For adjusting the _veL
Repeat steps (D and (_ to set the desired sound quality.
The display before sound quality adjustments were started is
restored after a moment.

To release the equalizer
Turn [SOUND CONTROL JOG] to select=FLAT".

• The sound quality setting is stored automatically. It is recalled when
"MANUAL" is next selected,

eAll recordings are performed at the flat setting even ifan alternative
sound quality setting hss been selected.



-"-i-3.T

It is possible to use the acoustic image equalizer (AI EQ) together
with the surround effect to create your own sound effect.
The AI EQ equalizer uses the SOFT, SHARP, HEAVY and LIGHT

sound quality coordinates to achieve subtle sound quality settings
with ease.

11 Press [3D AI EQ] to adjust the surround level.
Everytime you press the button;
AI EQ--*3D AII-*3D AI2
'r I

_'1 Operate Joystick to adjust the sound quality.
(_) *---* direction: SOFT-SHARP setting
_) _ "_ direction: LIGHT-HEAVY setting
Repeat steps (_) and (_ to set the desired sound quality.
The display before sound quality adjustments were started is
restored after a moment.

To release the equalizer
Turn [SOUND CONTROL JOG]to select"FLAT".

• The sound quality setting is stored automatically• It is recalled when
"AI EQ" is next selected.

eAII recordings are performed at the flat setting even if an alternative
sound quality setting has been selected.

e"3D AI 1" and "3D A[ 2" cannot be selected when playing a source
recorded with Dolby Digital, Dolby Pro Logic or when any surround
effect is in use. (except for "MIX 2CH" mode)

i

o

|
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oSelect the surround mode appropriate to the source you are using. Read the following explanations to aid your selection,

I This system doesn't have DTS decoder, so you cannot enjoy the disc encoded with DTS.
This system cannot play DTS discs.

Surround system I Features I Recognizing the sound sources I
and software that can be used

DOLBY DIGITAL

eDolby Digital is a discrete 6 (5.1) channel
surround system developed for cinema use.
The sound signals in Dolby Digital format
are compressed to 1/10 their original size,
allowing an entire movie to be recorded on
a single DVD.

eThis unit has built-in Dolby Digital circuity so
you san enjoy Dolby Digital Surround by
connecting the speakers.

eConnect a subwoofer (not included) to the
line out terminal on the rear panel of this
system to increase the effect.

Discs with the following mark are recorded
in Dolby Digital:
eDVD

DIGITALI
eThis system was developed to get a better Software with the following mark is

of from encoded recorded in ProsenSewithDolbypresenCesurround.sources • Laser Disc
Dolby Logic:

eThis unit has built-in Dolby Pro Logic eDVD

circuity so you can enjoy Dolby Surround by eVideo tape

connecting the speakers.

eThe feeling of position has been improved eCD
._ DOLBY PRO LOGIC by the addition of a separate center speakerchannel.

This mode cannot be used with the radio.

_T5067

MOVIE mode

SUPER
SURROUND

MUSIC mode

SIMULATED STEREO

oThis mode adds surround effects to movie
software that isn't recorded with the above

systems, in MOVIE mode you can adjust
the volume of the surround speakers.

oThis mode adds surround effects to normal
music sources.

eThls mode adds stereo-like effects to
monaural sound sources.

Any general sound source can be used.
eCD

eTape
eVideo tape
This mode cannot be used with the radio.

Any general sound source recorded in
monaural can be used.
eCD

eTape
eVideo tape
This mode cannot be used with the radio,



Addtheseaudioeffectstoimprovetheexperience
eChecktheset-upof your speakers.

Set your speakers up to suit the surround mode you have selected to get the best surround effect.
These modes cannot be used with the radio.

Virtual rear surround effect
eThis mode is useful ifyou have to place your surround

speakers on the front speakers because of the room's
layout.

eThis mode makes it seem _ike the sound from the surround
speakers is coming from behind you.

elt is effective when using DOLBY DIGITAL, DOLBY PRO
LOGIC, or SUPER SURROUND (MOVIE) mode.
(The "VIRTUAL REAR SURROUND" indicator turns green.)

--I- ...... t--
I

Virtual speakers

Multi rear surround effect

eThreugh processing of the surround sound signals, this
mode makes it seem like there are multiple surround
speakers in your room.

eThis mode increases the cinema-like sense of presence.
elt is effective when using DOLBY DIGITAL, DOLBY PRO

LOGIC, or SUPER SURROUND (MOVIE) mode.
(The "MULTI REAR SURROUND" indicator turns green.)

Vi_ualspeakers

Center focus effect

eThis mode makes it seem like the sound from the center

speaker channel (dialogue, etc.) is coming from within the
television.

eThe center speaker must be placed on top of the television.
elt is effective when using DOLSY DIGITAL or DOLBY PRO

LOGIC. (The "CENTER FOCUS" indicator turns green.)

Seat position function
eThis function helps maintain the sound signal position even

it the listening position itself is changed.
elt is effective when using DOLBY DIGITAL, DOLBY PRO

LOGIC, or SUPER SURROUND (MOVIE) mode.
(The "SEAT POSITION" indicator turns green.)

u_
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• Use this mode when playing sources recorded with Dolby Digital.
• There are no special steps required to playback Dolby Digital

DVDs. This system automatically switches to 5.1ch (6ch) input
when a 5.1ch (6ch) DVD is played.

Preparation:
If you have connected a subwoofer (not included), press and hold
[S.WOOFER] for about 2 seconds so "SUB W ON" is shown on the
display.

Playback the source (DVD).
rlrl DIGITAL indicator will light up.

To adjust the volume of each speaker [] ]

Sit in the normal listening position and make the adjustments with
the remote control.

Preparation: Press [DVD/CD].
@ PressFEST] ((SHIF'rJ+[AUX1i2]).

A test signal is output.
The speaker outputting the test signal is displayed while the test
is running.
L: Front speaker (Left)

C: Center speaker
R: Front speaker (Right)

RS: Surround speaker (Right)
LS: Surround speaker (Left)

_) Press [VOLUME (- or +)].
Set the volume to the normal listening level.

(_ Press [_] or [T].
Adjust the output level.
• Adjust the output level of the front left and right speakers.
• Adjust the output level of the center and surround speakers so

they are the same apparent level as the front speakers.
&: Increases the output level
_: Decreases the output level

ORepeat step (_ to adjust the level accordingly.
• To select a specific channel to make volume adjustments, press

[CH SELECT] ([SHIFTJ+[MARKER]). Each time it is pressed, the
display changes to show level adjustments for each speaker.

To stop the test signal
Press [TEST] ([SHIFT]+[AUX1/2]).

To adjust the volume of each speaker
You can change the output level of each speaker manually wtth the
remote control

While enjoying the desired source:
1. Press [CH SELECT] ([SHIFT]+[MARKER]) to select the speaker.

Each time the button is pressed:
L--, C --_R--_RS--, LS _ SW

2. Press [A] or [_] to adjust the output level.

Reference

• To dawn mix Dolby Digital (5.1 ch) signals to 2 channels, press
[MIX 2CH l ([SHIFT]+[EQ]) on the remote control.

• Add audio effects to improve the surround effect.

Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories.
"Dolby", "pro Logic" and the double-D symbol are trademarks
of Dolby Laboratories.
Confidential Unpublished Works. © 1992-1997 Dolby Labo-
ratories, Inc. All rights reserved.



Use this mode when playing sources recorded with Dolby Pro
Logic.

[] Press [DE] PRO LOGIC].
The[On PRO LOGIC] lamplights.

[] Playback a Dolby Surround source.

To turn off DOLBY PRO LOGIC
Press[1"111PRO LOGIC].
The [no PRO LOGIC] lampgoes out.

[ Toaaiustthe volume of each speaker [] ]

0
AUX1i2

®
VOLUME

......... ......°°*.*....°°_*..**.. .......... °o

Sit in the normal listening position and make the adjustments with
the remote control,

Preparations:
Press [Dn PRO LOGIC] ([SHIFt+[TITLE]).
The [Drl PRO LOGIC] lamp lights.

(_ Press [TEST] ([SHIFT]+[AUX1/2]).
A test signal is output.
The speaker outputting the test signal is displayed while the test
is running.
L: Front speaker (Left)
C: Center speaker

R: Front speaker (Right)
S: Surround speakers

_) Press [VOLUME (- or +)].
Set the volume to the normal listening level.

_) Press [&] or [V].
Adjust the output level.
Adjust the output level of the center and surround speakers so
they are the same apparent level as the front speakers.
A: Increases the output level
'Y: Decreases the output level

oRepeat step _) to adjust the level accordingly.
oTo select a specific channel to make volume adjustments, press

[CH SELECT] ([SHIFTJ+[MARKER]). Each time it is pressed, the
display changes to show level adjustments for the center speaker
and surround speakers.

To stop the test signal
Press [TEST] ([SHIFT]+[AUX1/2]).

To adjust the volume of center and surround speakers
You can change the output level of each speaker manually with the
remote control.

While enjoying the desired source:
1. Press [CH SELECT] ([SHIFT]+ [MARKER]) to select the speaker.

Each time the button is pressed:
C <-_, S

2. Press [&] or [V] to adjust the output level.

Reference

Add audio effects to improve the surround effect.

t
l
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==This mode adds 5 channel surround effects to normal stereo
sources.

eSUPER SURROUND is only effective if speakers are used. No dis-
cernabla effect will be heard through headphones.

From the remote control

Press [S.SURROUND] ([SHIFT]+[DISPLAY]) and
select MOVIE mode or MUSIC mode.
Each time the buttons are pressed;
MUSIC--_MOVIE--_NORMAL STEREO (off)

u_i

!i

DISPLAY To cancel
Press[S,SURROUND]([SHIFT]+[DISPLAY])andselact'NORMAL
STEREO".

From the main unit

Press [SUPER SURROUND] to select the desired mode.

To adjust the volume of SUl'round speakers

You can change the output level of surround speakers manually with
the remote control.

While enjoying the desired source;
1. Press [CH SELECT] ([SHIFT]+ [MARKER]).

The output level of surround speakers is displayed.
2. Press IT] or [&].

Adjust the output level.
A: Increase the output level
V: Decrease the output level

Reference

Add audio effects to improve the surround effect. (,,J pages 45, 46)

• When the center speaker is put on the TV set, this mode makes it
seem like the sound from the center speaker is coming from within
the TV screen.

=This mode can only be turned on or off if the [CENTER FOCUS]
button is green. This mode cannot be used if the lamp is off.

From the remote control

[] Press [AV EFFECT] ([SHIFT]+[RETURN]).

[] Press [<1] or [1_] so the [CENTER FOCUS] but-
ton flashes.

[] Press [A] (on).
The [CENTER FOCUS] lamp lights.

The [CENTER FOCUS] button will stop flashing in a while.

To cancel

After steps [] and I_ press [V'] (off).

From the main unit
Press[CENTER FOCUS]to turn orJoff.
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• When the surround speakers are put on the front speakers, this
mode makes it seem like the sound from the surround speakers is
coming from behind you.

eThis mode can only be fumed on or off it the [VIRTUAL REAR
SRND} button is green. This mode cannot be used if the lamp is off.

From the remote control

[] Press [AM EFFECT] ([SHIFT]+[RETURN]).

[] Press [<1] or [1_] so the [VIRTUAL REAR SRND]
button flashes.

_] Press [&] (on).
The [VIRTUAL REAR SRND] lamp lights.

The [VIRTUAL REAR SRND] button will stop flashing in a while.

To cancel

After steps [] and [], press [V] (off).

From the main unit

Press [VIRTUAL REAR SRND] to turn on/off.

• This mode makes it seem like there are multiple surround speakers
in your room.

eThis mode can only be turned on or off it the [MULTI REAR SRND] t4_

button is green. This mode cannot be used if the lamp is off.

Fro! ! the remote control .8
[] Press [AM EFFECT] ([SHIFT]-I ._

[] Press [<1] or [1_] so the [MU t_
button flashes. ._

[] Press [&] (on).
-- The [MULTI REAR SRND] lamp lights, t_O

I

From the remote control

[] Press [AM EFFECT] ([SHIFT]-I-[RETURN]).

[] Press [<1] or [1_] so the [MULTI REAR SRND]
button flashes.

The [MULTI REAR SRND] buttonwillstop flashing ina while.

To cancel

Aftersteps[] and [], press [V] (off).

From the main unit

Press [MULTI REAR SRND] to turn on/off.
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This mode adds stereo effect to monaural sources.

From the remote control

Press [S.STEREO] ([SHIFT]+[MENU]).
The ]SIMULATED STEREO] lamp lights.

To cancel

Press IS.STEREO] ([SHIFT]+[MENU]) again.
The ]SIMULATED STEREO] lamp goes out.

From the main unit

Press ]SIMULATED STEREO] to turn on/off.

• This function lets you adjust the listening position for better effect.
eThis mode can only be tumed on or off if the [SEAT POSITION]

button is green. This mode cannot be used if the lamp is off.

From the remote control

[] Press [AV EFFECT] ([SHIFT]+[RETURN]).

Press [<] or [1_] so the [SEAT POSITION] but-
ton flashes,

[] Press [A] (on),
The ]SEAT POSITION] lamp lights•

[] Press [<], [1_], [_'], [&] to adjust the seat posi-
tion,

The ]SEAT POSITION] button iwUstop flashing in a while.

To cancel

After steps [] and [], press [_] (off).

From the main unit

1. Press ]SEAT POSITION]•
The ]SEAT POSITION] lamp lights.
While the lamp is flashing change the seat position.

2. Within 10 seconds, operate Joystick to adjust the seat position.

To cancel from the main unit

Press [SEAT POSITION] once to select the function and once again
to turn it off.

m
When used with virtual rear surround, seat position is changed in
3 horizontal steps.

E

, + ,-..... i
, ...... , i...... i
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KARAOKE

%

(_) Vocalselect

_) Voice mute

t

O .1Q311E".elBA_ I I i_=l_. [gJ_=IO I _.*[_ll ] =II

VOLUME
DOWH• • UP MIC VOL

MIN MAX

(_ Switch the TV on and select "Video" as the TV input.
Lower volume with [MIC VOL], then connect the microphone(s) to
the MIXING MIC jack. (Plug type: 3.5 mm monaural)

Insert a disc in the tray, then start playing the
disc. (- page16)
eWhen Automatic Play function will be activated, play begins
eWhen discs are loaded

Press [DISCll-[DtSC5] to select the disc for Karaoke.

[] Press [KARAOKE]. during play.
Karaokescreendisplays on the TV.

[] Operate Joystick ([<1] or [1_]) to select the
Karaoke mode.

When you use DVD karaoke disc (solo or duet) or multiplex
disc (video CD/CD):
Selectthevocal select mode (Q)

When you use a normal disc (non-Karaoke):
Select the voice mute mode. (_)

[] Operate Joystick ([V] or [&]) to select the de-
sired mode.

• Vocal select;
DVD Karaoke disc (solo_
---: off
ON: on
DVD Karaoke disc (duet_
---: Off
1+2: Vocals f and2

VI: Vocal 1 only
V2: Vocal 2 only

MultiDleX disc (video CD/CD_

LR: Left and Right channel
sound from Each
speaker

L: Only Left channel sound

R: Only Right channel
sound

eVoice mute;
_: oft
_: on

[] O Adjust volume with [VOLUME] and [MIC
VOL].

(_)Sing along.

TO cancel the Keraoke

Operate the above procedures to select "OFF'

With the remote control

1 Press [KARAOKE] ([SHIF'r]+[AUDIO])
2 Press [<1] or [1_] to select the Karaoke mode
3 Press [V] or [&] to select the desired mode

I Using the guide melody function ]

When singing a song you don't know well use this function to raise
the volume of the melody
1 After steps [] and m, operate Joystick ([4] or [1_]) to select

guide melody mode []
2 Operate Joystick ([Y] or [&]) to select the desired mode

1: Normal volume
2: Louder volume
OFF: off

I

I
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< Karaoke function cannot be done to the radio source.

RQ15C67

KARAOKE

%
$

$

$
m

(9
VOLUME

MIC VOL

1 !

Preparation:
Lower volume with [MIC VOL], then connect the microphone(s) to

the MIXING MIC jack. (Plug type: 3.5 mm monaural)

[] Press [KARAOKE] to select the Karaoke mode.
Everytime youpressthebutton;
VoMUTE--*MONO L_.MONO R
_- off

©: Appropriate O: For practice, etc.

KARAOKE

Non-
KARAOKESound

Stereo
multiplex

(Background ©

music & Voice)

©

(Background
music)

(Voice)

(OFF) (For singing
along)

V,MUTE ©

MONO L

MONO R

A bar is indicated in the above table when the voice mode is
least effective. It is better to avoid using the mode in such
cases,

[] Start the source (Tape, etc.).

[] OAdjust volume with [VOLUME] and [MIC
VOL].

(_ Sing along.

To cancel the Karaoke mode

Press [KARAOKE] to select"off"mode,

To select the Karaoke mode with the remote control

Press [KARAOKE] ([SHIFT]+[AUDIO]).
Each time the button is pressed, the mode changes.

V.MUTE function

The voice portion of the track is blocked out but not the background
music.

You need software recorded in stereo sound if you want to use the
voice mute function. Voice and/or static may be reproduced with the
following types of software.
eSoffware recorded in monaural

eCiassicaf music, or works performed by a limited number of instru-
ments

eChorus works or duets

elf a strange noise (squealing or howling) is emitted during use,
move the microphone away from the speakers, or turn down the
microphone volume.

eWhen you are not using the microphone, disconnect it from the
MIXING MIC jack, and turn down the microphone volume level to
MIN.



[]

I(ARAOKE
EFRECT

%

[] Press [KARAOKE EFFECT].

[] Operate Joystick ([<1] or [1_]) to select the
Karaoke effect mode.
KEYCON H ECHO<----_ CHORUS _ LOUNGE

1' 1"

KEYCON: To change the key
ECHO: To adjust the reverberation sound
CHORUS: To add voices staggered slightly from the singer,

giving the effect of singing in a chorus
LOUNGE: To output voices from all speakers, giving the effect

of singing at a karaeke bar

[] Operate Joystick ([_'] or [A]) to select the level
of effect.
KEYCON: 3-_ - 2 <-m, - 1._-_ 0 _ ÷ 1 *-m, + 2 <---_+ 3
ECHO: 1<-_. 2 <---_3 <-_.OFF

t

CHORUS: 1<-_>2<-_ OFF
t J'

LOUNGE: 1H 2*---->3<-_*OFF
¢ t

To cancel the KARAOKE effect mode

Press [KARAOKE EFFECT].

The current mode is displayed. Press again to cancel the mode.

With the remote control

1. Press [KARAOKE EFFECT] ([SHIFT]+[S.WOOFER]).
2. Press [4] or [1_] to select the Karaoka effect mode.
3. Press [V] or [&] to select the level of effect.

Reference
Karaoke effect cannot be done to the radio source.

[]

(_) Lower volume with [MIC VOL], then connect the microphone(s) to
the MIXING MIC jack.
Insert the tape into deck2., then select the reverse mode.

]Select the Karaoke mode. (- pages47,48)

[] Start recording and Karaoke performance.
oWhen singing off discs

Press [O REC/STOP} and start Karaoke performance.

eWhen singing off tapes
Press [TAPE EDIT] and start Karaoke performance

• To playback the recorded tape, set the Karaoke mode to "off'.

• You cannot record in Karaoke mode using sound quality and sur-
round effects•

To record your voice I

1. Press [TAPE DECK1/2].
2. Press [0 REC/STOP] to start recording.
3. Speak through the microphone and adjust volume with

[VOLUME] and [MIC VOL],

I

Ii
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eSwitch on the power.

• Make sure that you have completed "Setting the time" on page 13.

The figure shows how to set the play timer to play from 6:30 a.m. to
7:40 a.m.

[] Press [CLOCK/TIMER] to select "_) PLAY".
Every time you press the button;
CLOCK-->_) PLAY--,_ REC

t_ Previous display

[] I "ON" time setting

(Within 8 seconds or so)

QPress [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] to select
the starting time.

(_ Press [CLOCK/TIMER].

_1[ "OFF" time setting

OPress [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] to select
the ending time.

_) Press [CLOCK/TIMER].

_Jl Source selection

Select the desired source and then prepare for
playing.

To play disc(s)
Press [DVD/CD} and insert an audio CD, etc.
If more than 1 disc is loaded

Press [DISC1 ]-[DISCS] to select the disc you want to hear first,
and press [11].

Disc selection does not become part of the timer memory.

To play tape(s)
Press [TAPE DECK1/2] and insert tape(s).
If tapes are loaded in both decks, playback will start from
deck 2.

To play the radio
Press [TUNER/BAND] and tune in the desired station.

To play the external unit
Press [AUX1/2].

[] I Play volume setting !

Turn [VOLUME] to adjust the playback
volume.

[] Press [_) PLAY/_ REC] to select "_) PLAY".
Every time you press the button;

PLAY-_*_ REC
_---off_

[] Press [POWER] to switch off the power.
The timer playwillstartat the presettimewithvolumeincreas-
inggraduallyup tothe volumelevelyou preset.

To switch the timer OFF

Press [_) PLAY/_) REC] and check =_) PLAY" goes out.
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[]

• Switch on the power.
oMake sure that you have completed "Setting the time" on page 13.

Set the timer at least 2 minutes before you want to start recording.

The figure shows how to set the record timer for recording from 6:30
p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

I1 Press [CLOCK/TIMER] to select "_) REC".
Everytime youpressthe button;
CLOCK-->_ PLAY--_ REC

L Previousdisplay _J

CLOCK/
TIMER i _i _ •

J'TiJ'-_J-- i--

-ql _ -
VTUNErnME ADJ

1

(_ CLOCK/
11MER

%

_<1 l=,'- -
V'IUNF.qWEAOJ

(_ CLOCK!
TIMER

%
_PLAY/
_)R'EC

% _)REC

s

i
i

_1 "ON" llme setting I
(Within 8 secondsor so)

OPress [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or A)] to select
the starting time.

_) Press [CLOCK/TIMER].

]1 "OFF" time setting

OPress [TUNE/TIME ADJ (v or ^)] to select
the ending time.

(_ Press [CLOCK/TIMER].

[] I Source selection t

Select the desired source and then prepare for
recording.

To record from the radio

Press [TUNER/BAND] and tune in the desired station.

To record the external unit

Press [AUX1/2],

[] Prepare for recording.
1, Insert a tape into deck 2 with the side on which the recording

will start facing you.
2. Select the reverse mode,

3. (Only for Asia and China) Select the DolPy NR mode.

Reverse mode does not become part of the timer memory.

[] Press [_ PLAY/_ REC] to select "_ REC".
Everytime youpressthe button;
_) PLAY-_,_ REC

t" off_

I_'_ Press [POWER] to switch off the power,
About 30 seconds before the set time, the stereo mutes all
sound automatically.

To switch the timer OFF

Press [_ PLAY/_ REC] and check "_ REC" goes out.

! •
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©

®

If you set the timer incorrectly
Repeat the procedure from step I1.

To check settings
While the unit is on and the "® PLAY" (or _) REC) indicator is on,
press [CLOCK/TIMER] so "_ PLAY" (or _b REC) appears on the dis-
play.
Two seconds after "_ PLAY" (or _) REC) appears, the settings are
displayed in the following order.
eFor play timer oFor record timer

(T) Play start time (_) Recording start time
(_) Play end time _) Recording end time
(_ Play source (_) Recording source
(_ Playback volume

To enjoy the desired source after the timer setting is completed
The volume level and music source are stored in the timer memory
and the timer will start in these preset conditions. However the Disc
number end reverse mode do not get stored in the timer memory.
1. After step I_1, turn on the unit and start playing the desired

source.

2. Reset the Disc number and reverse mode if you have changed
any of them, confirm that a Disc or cassette is inserted, then
press [POWER) to put the unit on standby.

Turning the timer ON/OFF
One of the timers is on when the [_ PLAY/O RED] button is alight.
When the unit is on (or off and NORMAL mode) you can confirm
which is on by checking the indicators on the display.
When the unit is off and in ECO mode, press [CLOCK/TIMER].
The display will then show which timer is on and the settings that
have been made (see above).
To change the timer, press [® PLAY/_ REC].
Each time the button is pressed the setting changes as follows.
_) PLAY-_) REC- ,off

t J

m

O
"o

• If the power is on, the timer will net function. The system must be in
the standby mode.

elf you switch the power to the standby mode while the play/record
timer is functioning, the OFF time setting will not be activated.

elf "AUXl/2" is selected as the source, when the timer comes ON,
the system will turn ON and will engage "AUXl/2" as the source, If
you want to playback or record from a connected component, set
the component's timer to the same time. (See the instruction manu-
al that came with the component.)

eThe play timer cannot be used in combination with the record
timer,
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This timer turns power to your system OFF at the set time (Max.
2 hours, settable at 30 minute intervals). It lets you fall asleep listen-
ing to music.

The figure shows how to set the system to standby mode after
30 minutes.

While enjoying the desired source:

Press [SLEEP] ([SHIFT]+[SUB TITLE]) to select the
desired time.

Every time you press the button;

[_ 30--_ 60---_90---* 120--* OFF_

The system is turned off after the set time has elapsed.

To cancel the sleep timer:
Press [SLEEP] ([SHIFT]+[SUB TITLE]) to select "OFF".

To confirm the remaining time:
(only while power is ON)
Press [SLEEP] ([SHIFT]+[SUB TITLE]),

To change the time remaining during operation:
Press [SLEEP] ([SHIFT]+[SUB TITLE]) to show the remaining time
then press [SLEEP] ([SHIFT]+[SUB TITLE]) to select the desired
time,

• The sleep timer turns OFF automatically the moment you attempt
to edit-record a CO.

eThe sleep timer can be used in combination with the play/record
timer.

The sleep timer always has priority.
Be sure not to ovedap timer settings.

!
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I Listening to an external source []

(- page 10 for external unit connection.)

[] Press [AUXl/2].
The power will come on automatically.

[] Start playback from the external source.

(For details, refer to the owner's manual of the equipment.)

Recording from an external source

1. Press [_ DECK 2 OPEN] end insert the tape,
Close the holder by hand,

2. (Only for Asia and China) Press [DOLBY NR].
You have to turn Delby NR ON/OFF according to the type of re-
cording you want to make,

3, Press [REV MODE] to select the reverse mode.
4, Press [AUXl/2] to select the external source,
5. Press [0 REC/STOP],

Reco_'d{r_gstarts.
6. Start playback from the external source.

(For details, refer to the owner's manual of the equipment.)

Listening with headphones [] }

Reduce the volume level, and connect the headphones.

Plug type: 3.5 mm stereo
During connection, Dolby Digital (5.1ch) sources are automatically
down mixed to 2 channel stereo and the system prohibit the opera-
tion of Dolby surround system.
This unit resumes the previous condition when the headphones are
disconnected.

Avoid listening for prolonged periods o{ time to prevent headng
damage.

I Switching displays [] ]

Press [-DISPLAY/-DEMO] to select the desired spectrum

analyzer,
Every time you press the button;
Normal--) Peak holds.Aurora

't__ off ÷--J

{ To mute the volume [] I

This feature is convenient when you have a telephone call, etc.

Press [MUTING].
Pressthe buttonagain to cancel.
"MUTING"goesout.
Mutingcan also be cancelledby loweringthe volumeall the way
(-- d_).

When the system is turned off, the muting operation will be automat-
ically cancelled.
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Once the intial settings have been completed, the system can al-
ways be operated under the same conditions (especially with DVD
discs).

I The setting screens are slightly different for I

I

each area. I
This is to select the audio scundtrack language, subtitle language
and the language used in title menus or DVD menus which will al-
ways be used for every disc to be played back.

p},ll,auTe]t=al_l]alUg]llt]ll

Ol -,,_ " *1 * Iraqi

[] Press [SET UP] ([SHIFT]+[ANGLE]) in the stop
mode.

The initialsettingsscreen is displayed.

Flrm_Ju_nmmml
O
O 2 Ratings Level 811
n 3Menu Language E_is_
IIn 4 On-Screen Messages
III, s W Aspec_ 4;3
m. 6 Speake_ Setting

9 OtherSettings
0 EXit

This screen doesn't have item number "T' and "8".

(_) Press [V] or [&] to select the desired item.
[] (_ Press [SELECT].

1 Disc Languages (,-, page 55)
2 Ratings (m page 56)
3 Menu Language (-, page 56)
4 On-Screen Messages (-_ page 57)
5 TV Aspect (=_ page 57)
6 Speaker Setting (-_ page 58)
9 Other Settings (-_ page 58)

tq (_)Press [V] or [A] to select the desired value.
m (_ Press [SELECT].

Some items require additional steps.

Setting is finished and the initial settings screen is displayed.

To clear the Initial setting screen
Press IV] or [&) to select "0 Exit" and press [SELECT].
Pressing [SET UP] ([SHIFT]+[ANGLE]) or [RETURN] also clears
screen,

For your reference
The numeric buttons can also be used for selecting items or values
instead of the cursor buttons; in this case, pressing [SELECT] is not
necessary.

RAt the initial settings screen (-- 55)page
_)Press [T] or [&] to select "1 Disc Lan-

guages".

(_ Press [SELECT].

[] (_ Press [V] or [&] to select the desired item.
(_ Press [SELECT].
o"1 Audio"

English:
French/Spanish:
Original:
Other xxxx:

o"2 Subtitle"
Automatic:

English. (Factory setting)
Each language.
The original language of each disc.
Another language can be selected.
(_ page 62)

The same language selected for "Audio".
(Factory setting)
elf the language selected for "Audio" is

used during playback, the subtitles will
not appear.

elf another language is used during play-
back, the subtitles will appear in the lan-
guage selected at the setup "Audio".

English/French/Spanish:
Each language.

Other _<x _<>_: Another language can be selected.
e"3 Menus"

English: English. (Factory setting)
French/Spanish: Each language.
Other • • • • : Another language can be selected.

[] (_Press [V] or [&] to select the desired lan-
guage.
Input a code number by numeric buttons when you selected
"Other x _<x _..

_) Press [SELECT].

The screen in step [] is displayed. Select "0 Exit" by cursor buttons
and press [SELECT] to return to the initial settings screen.

If the language selected is not available on the disc, the language
designated by each disc will be selected.

i

Ii
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This is to disable the playing of specified DVDs which are unsuitable
for children.

eSome DVDs are encoded with specific rating level. If the rating lev-
el of the disc is higher than that preset in the setup operation, play-
back of the disc will be prohibited.

To change the settings
(Be sure to remove a
DVD disc before

changing a setting.)
1. Select "2" with the

cursor buttons at the

initial settings screen
and press [SELECT].

then pressSELECT.
IlL

Io "=1. *,l I Ir_ll

O
"1=
I=

D At the initial settings screen (-J page 55)
(_ Press [T] or [A] to select "2 Ratings",

(_ Press [SELECT].

All DVDs can be played __
back. (Factor/setting)

DVDs for general
audiences/children

can be played back. r--
(DVDs for adults |
are prohibited.) /

DVDs for children can be

played back. (DVDs for

adults/general audiences
are prohibited.)

Playback of all DVDs is
prohibited

[] (_)Press [V] or [&] to select the desired level.
(_ Press [SELECT].

_4 a:_era _i_l_,u=_word,

_iI Ihen press SELECT.
"= .... =i'

I _'r,_ REFURNto_i
IIII I

[_'1 When level 7 or lower is selected
O Input a 4-digit password by numeric buttons.

(_) Press [SELECT].
The lock symbolappears closedto showtheratingis locked,

Example: "4343" -

[] Press [SELECT].

_! Thep4ayerIs_cked.

R_r_n_erthepassword,

PressSELECTtocontinue

Setting is finished and the initial settings screen is displayed.

2. Input 4-digit
password and press
[SELECT],

3. Select the preferred item with the cursor buttons and press

[SELECT].
4. 1 Unlock Player

Press [SELECT],
2 Change Password

Enter a new 4-digit password and press [SELECT],
Press [SELECT] again.

3 Change Level
Select a level and press [SELECT].

4 Temporary Unlock
Select to temporarily unlock the player to view the DVD in the
play position immediately after changing the ratings, Select
before exiting the menu,
Press [SELECT],

5. Select =0 Exit" and press [SELECT] to exit.

Some discs may not be encoded with specific rating level information
though its disc jacket says that it is for "adults".

The language of the On-Screen message is shanged.

_]lAt the inlUal settings screen (._ page 55)
OPress [V] or [A] to select "3 Menu Lan-

guage".

(_ Press [SELECT].

The rating is locked. Any discs whose rating is higher than the setting
cannot be played back unless the correct password is entered. [] (_) Press [T] or [A] to select the desired lan-

guage.
_) Press [SELECT].

Setting is finished and the initial settings screen is displayed.
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You can select whether On-Screen Display messages such as Select the appropriate TV aspect according to your TV set; conven-
"Flay" and "Still" will be displayed or not. tional size screen (4:3) or wide-screen (16:9).

, -iio . o| tll_"_l,_,ml'._ tie _] rJltlo] t 1llel Ilel t n

_mAt the initialsettings screen (m page 55)

(_ Press [Y] or [A] to select "4 On-Screen Mes-
sages".

_) Press [SELECT],

[] 0 Press [V] or [A] to select the desired item.
(_ Press [SELECT].

I On-Screen Messages
To select whether "Play", "Still" and others are displayed or
not.

2 Color and Position

To select the color and position of "Play", "Still"and other as
well as GUl screens.

(_ Press [Y] or [A] to select desired setting.
M _ Press [SELECT].

e"l On-Screen Messages"
1 On: =Play", =Still" and others will always appear on the TV.

(Factory setting)
2 Off: "Play", =Still"and others will not appear on the TV.

• "2 Color and Position"

The colors and positions are set as follows:
1 Blue/Upper (Factory setting)
2 Violet/Upper
3 Green/Upper
4 Blue/Middle upper
5 Violet/Middle upper
6 Green/Middle upper

The screen illustrated in step [] is displayed. Select "0" by using cur-
sor buttons and press [SELECT] to return to the initial settings
screen.

_mAt the initialsettings screen (=, page 55)

O Press [Y] or [A] to select "5 TV Aspect",
Press [SELECT].

[] O Press [Y] or [&] to select the desired type.
_) Press [SELECT].

e4:3 O A conventional TV. (factory setting)

Video material
formatted in the Pan &

Scan style is played
back in that style (the

left and right edges are
cut off).

Video material not

formatted in the Pan & /Ir_ ..,_o I

Scan styleis playedback _ "C_ .,.._=:=_L._ "_

in the letterbox style \1_:_ _*-- _F_L.I
(black bands appear at \L_..._ / "
op and bottom of screen).\l t,_-

e16:9 r-"-I A wide-screen TV.
Inl

Flayed in "FULL"
size.(Setthe wide-
screen TVto

"FULL" mode.)

Each screen shows an example when the video material for a
wide-screen is played, (This setting does not affect the video
material for conventional size.)

Setting is finished and the initial settings screen is displayed.

I)

II
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IN, At the initial settings screen (-,, page 55)
Press iV] or [A] to select "6 Speaker Set-

ting".

(_ Press [SELECT].

time

Surround Delay time

[] OPress iT] or [&] to select "Center Delay
time" or "Surround Delay time".

(_) Press [SELECT].

I_1_ Press iV] or [A] to select the desired time.
(_ Press [SELECT].

;peaker

It is recommended to locate all

the speakers inside of this circle.

position of the
surround speakers

If the surround speakers or the center speaker can't be installed
at an equal distance to the front speakers from the listening po-
sition, change the delay time to get better' surround effect.
eWhen D2 or D3 is equal to or larger than D1, no setting is

necessary. Otherwise, change the setting according to the ta-
ble below.

Difference between D1
Speaker Delay time and D2/D3

1.3 ms approx• 50 cm
Center 2.6 ms approx. 100 em
speaker (D2) 3.9 ms approx. 150 cm

5.3 ms approx. 200 cm

Surround 5.3 ms approx. 200 cm
speakers 10.6 ms approx. 400 cm
(D3) 15.9 ms approx. 600 cm

To return to the initial setting screen, press [4] to select =Exit" and
press [SELECT].

nAt the initial settings screen (-_ 55)page

_)Press iT] or [&] to select "9 Other Set-
tings".

(_ Press [SELECT].

o

]O Press iV] or [&] to select the desired item.
(_) Press [SELECT].

e"l Still Mode"

Automatic: "Frame still" and "Field still" are automatically
selected during the still mode.
(Factory setting)

Field: When jittering occurs in the pictures,
Frame: When small text or fine patterns cannot be

seen clearly.

e"2 Audio during Search"
On: Required audio. (Factory setting)
Off: Not required audio during search.

(While using CDs, it does not work.)

e"3 TV Mode (4:3)"
Pan & Scan: The video material for a wide-screen will be

played back inthe Pan & Scan style on a con-
ventional size TV, (Factory setting)
sVideo material not formatted in the Pan &

Scan style will be played back in the letter-
box style.

Lenerbox: The video material for a wide-screen in the let-

terbox style on a co_wentional size TV.

e"4 D. (Dynamic) Range Compression"
Off: Normal audiorange. (Factory setting)
On: Dynamicsound even on a towvolume.[This

function only works with Dolby Digital DVDs.]

• "5 Still Picture Display"
Off: The picture type (I/P/S) will not be displayed in

the still picture mode. (Factory setting)
On: The picture type (I/P/B) will be displayed.

"6 Black Level Control"

Lighter: The black level of the picture is selected to the
lighter one. (Factory setting)

Darker: The black level of the picture is selected to the
darker one.

[] O Press iV] or [&] to select the desired setting
at each screen.

(_ Press [SELECT].

The screen in step [] is displayed. Select "0 Exit" with the cursor
buttons and press [SELECT] to return to the initial settings screen.
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How to hold discs

© ×

Do not touch the recorded surface.

How to clean discs

© X

Wipe from inside outward.

How to take up tape slack

Side A

Tab for side "B" Tab for side "A"

TO re-record

Normal position tape High-position tape

Detection hole

With this system, you can only play discs having these marks.
However, do not use irregular shaped discs. Discs of the sort can
damage the unit. []

DIGITAL AUDIO

I Handling precautions r_-ri] 1

elf you are taking the disc from a cold to a warm environment, mois-
ture may form on the disc. Wipe this off with a soft, dry, linffree cloth
before using the disc.

aDo not write on the label side with a ball-point or other writing in-

strument. I_
aDo not use record cleaning sprays, benzine, thinner, static electric-

ity prevention liquids or any other solvent.
aDo not attach labels or stickers to discs. (Do not use discs with

exposed adhesive from tape or left over peeled off stickers.)
aDo not usa scratch-proof protectors or covers other than those

specified for use with this system.

I Storage precautions i

Be sure to store discs in their cases to protect them from dust,

scratches, and warping.

Do not place or store discs in the following places
eLncations exposed to direct sunlight
eHumid or dusty locations
eLocations directly exposed to a heat vent or heating appliance
eln the glove compartment or on the rear deck of an automobile

Selection of cassette tapes ]

Tapes can get caught on the capstans. Use caution with the follow-

ing types of tapes.

Cassette tapes exceeding 100 minutes
Tapes are made of a thin film material. Do not repeatedly advance

and stop the tape, fast-forward it or rewind it.

Endless-tapes
For this unit, it is recommended to use the tape which is appropriate
to the auto reverse mechanism.

Always read the instructions provided with your tapes.

Tape slack[] ]

Tape slack may cause the tape to break.

i Erasure prevention [] ]

Use a screwdriver or similar object to breakout the tab.

To re-record on a protected cassette
Cover thehole withadhesivetape
Do notcoverthe detectionholeon high-positiontapes

f Storage precautions !

Do not place or store tapes in the following places;
eln high temperature (35°C or higher) or high humidity (80% or high-

er) areas
e ln a strong magnetic field (near a speaker, on top of a TV, etc.) This

can erase a recording.

oLocations exposed to direct sunlight.
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Before requesting service for this unit, check the chart below for a possible cause of the problem you are experiencing. Some simple checks or a

minor adjustment on your part may eliminate the problem and restore proper operation.
It you are in doubt about some of the check points, or if the remedies indicated in the chart do not solve the problem, refer to the directory of
Authorized Service Centers (enclosed with this unit) to locate a convenient service center, or consult your dealer for instructions.
For detailed instructions, contact an authorized servicenter in the U.S.A. and Panasonic Canada Inc. Customer Care Centre in
Canada.
In the U.S.A. 1-800-211-7262 or web site (http://www.panasonic.com)
In Canada 905-624-5505 or web site (www.panaeonic.ca)

When the picture of the DVD does not appear on the TV, confirm the region number on the DVD disc.
The region number for this system is 1, 3 or 6. (,',, see page 6)

Problem Probable cause(s) I Suggested remedy

@@[]
Referencepage(s)

Common problems

ECO mode is on but the

display panel still lights
up.

The location of the various
musical instruments is not
well defined.

The left and right sounds
are reversed.

LOW frequency sounds
cannot be heard.

There Is no sound when s

source is being played.

"ERROR" message
appears on the display.

"--:--" appears on the
display.

"F61" appears on the
display.

"DTS NO AUDIO" appears
on the display.

"DVD Ul1" appears on the
display.

"DVD H [] [_" appears on
the display.

DEMO mode is on.

The (+) and (-) connections to one of the
speakers are reversed.

The left and dght connections to the
speaker are reversed.

Either the left or the right LOW speaker
cable is not connected.

The (+) and (-) wire of the speaker cords
are shorted.

Incorrect operation has been done.

You plugged the power cord in for the first
time.

There was a power failure recently.

Check if the speaker cords have shorted.

The disc is encoded with DTS.

Disc is dirty.

Turn DEMO mode off.

Connect the speaker cords correctly.

Connect the speaker cords correctly.

Connect the left and right speaker cables to
the LOW terminals.

Switch the system to the standby mode,
and reconnect the speaker cords so that
they are not shorted. Then switch on the
power,

Operate the unit correctly by following the
operating instructions.

Set the time.

If they ere not shorted then there is a power
supply problem. Consult your dealer for
assistance.

This system cannot play DTS discs.
Replace the disc.

Wipe the disc clean.

Trouble is likely to have occurred. The
number following "H" depends on the status
of the DVDNideo CD/CD section.

12

8,9

8,9

8,9

8,9

13

6

59

Turn the system off and then back to on. Alternatively, turn
off the system, disconnect the AC power cord, and then re-
connect it.

If the display isn't cleared, consult your dealer about getting
the unit repaired. Tell the dealer the number that was on the
display.

While listening to FM broadcasts

There is a "rushing noise" The transmittingstationis distant,
during e stereo broadcast
which is not audible

during e monaural
broadcast.

You hear excessive noise

during a stereo broadcast,
and occasionally the
sound disappears.

The stereo indicator
("STEREO") flickers and

does not light completely.

The sound during e stereo
broadcast Is highly
distorted.

The installation location and orientation of
the antenna are unsuitable.

The transmitting station is distant.

The power of the TV set or VCR is ON.

There is a building or mountain nearby.

If you are using an indoor antenna, change
to an outdoor antenna.

Try switching off the TV set or VCR.

Use a high-grade outdoor antenna, and
install it in a good location, height, and
orientation for reception.
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I Prob,emI P,obob,ecou,e s I SuggestedremedyI I
While listening to AM broadcasts

You hear an unusual beat You are using the system at the same time
sound, you are playing a TV set

You hear a low-frequency The antenna wire is near the power cord.
hum.

Switch off the TV set. or use the system
further away from it.

Separate theantenna wirefrom the power
cord.

When there is a television set nearby

The picture on the TV
disappears or stripes
appear on the screen.

The locationand orientationof the antenna
are incorrect,

The wiring at the back of the system is
unsuitable.

If you are using an indoor antenna, change
tO an outdoor antenna.

Separate the antenna wire of the TV set

from the system.

9

When listening to tapes

Sound is low, intermittent,

poor quality, noisy,
scratchy, or unsteady.

The deck does not enter

the recording mode.

Heads are dirty.

The erase-prevention tabs have been
removed from the cassette.

Clean the heads.

Attach tape to cover the space left by

removal of the erase-prevention tabs.

64

59

While enjoying discs

Disc play starts
automatically before you
complete the process.

Disc play does not start
from the first track.

The picture of the DVD!
video CD does not appear
on the TV.

The display does not
show the correct
indication.

Disc play does not start
when you press the play
button.

"TAKE OUT/DISC"

appears on the display.

The Automatic Play function is activated.

The Resume function is activated.

The video connection cable is not
connected.

The TV is not set to video input mode.

The disc is upside down.

The disc is dirty.

The disc is a nonstandard one.

There is condensation inside the disc

changer.

There is a problem with the Disc

mechanism. (A power failure may have
occurred.)

To stop playing, press [11].

Press [11]while the player is stopped to
cancel the Resume function.

Connect the video coneection cable.

Set the TV to video input mode.

Set the disc with the label facing upward.

Wipe the disc with a soft cloth.

Replace the disc with a different one.

Wait for 60 minutes before using the discs.

The tray will open automatically. Remove
the disc from the tray, and after ensuring
there is no disc in the tray close it. The unit
will make the disc changing noises for a few
moments and then it should operate
normally.

16

17

8,9

J
16

59

59

/
You have forgotten your Be sure to remove a disc before operation below. While the system is in the stop mode, press and hold [11]
age restriction password, button and [->10]button on the remote control for longer than a few seconds (until "Initialized" disappears

from the TV monitor]. Press (POWER] to turn the system off then on again. The lock will be released and all
initial settings will return to the default values.

While using the remote control /

The system cannot be The batteries are installed in the reverse Re-insart the batteries observing the correct 5
operated with the remote polarity, polarity.

control. The batteries are run-down. Replace the batteries with new batteries, 5

|
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Enter the appropriate code number for the initial settings "Audio", "Subtitle" and/or "Menus".

Language Name Code Language Name Code Language Name

Abkhazian 6566 Fiji 7074 Lingala

Afar 6565 Finnish 7073 Lithuanian

Afrikaans 6570 French 7082 Macedonian

Albanian 8381 Frisian 7089 Malagasy

Ameharic 6577 Galician 7176 Malay

Arabic 6582 Georgian 7665 Malayalam

Armenian 7289 German 6869 Maltese

Assamese 6583 Greek 6976 Maori

Aymara 6588 Greenlandic 7576 Marathi

Azerbaijani 6590 Guarani 7176 Moldavian

Bashkir 6665 Gujarati 7185 Mongolian

Basque 6985 Hausa 7265 Nauru

Bengali; Bangla 6678 Hebrew 7387 Nepali

Bhutani 6890 Hindi 7273 Norwegian

Bibari 6672 Hungarian 7285 Oriya

Breton 6682 Icelandic 7383 Panjabi

Bulgarian 6671 Indonesian 7378 Pashto, Pushto

Burmese 7789 Interlingua 7365 Persian

Byelorussian 6669 Irish 7165 Polish

Cambodian 7577 Italian 7384 Portuguese

Catalan 6765 Japanese 7465 Quechua

Chinese 9072 Javanese 7487 Rhaeto-Romance

Corsican 6779 Kannada 7578 Romanian

Croatian 7282 Kashmiri 7583 Russian

Czech 6783 Kazakh 7575 Samoan

Danish 3865 Kirghiz 7589 Sanskrit

Dutch 7876 Korean 757g Scots Gaelic

English 6976 Kurdish 7585 Serbian

Esperanto 6979 Laothian 7679 Serbo-Croatian

Estonian 6984 Latin 7665 Shona

Faroese 7079 Latvian, Lettish 7686 Sindhi

Code Language Name

7678 Singhalese

7684 Slovak

7775 SIovenian

7771 Somali

7783 Spanish

7776 Sundanese

7784 Swahili

7773 Swedish

7782 Tagalog

7779 Tajik

7778 Tamil

7865 Tatar

7869 Telugu

7879 Thai

7982 Tibetan

8065 Tigrinya

8083 Tonga

7065 Turkish

8076 Turkmen

8084 Twi

8185 Ukrainian

8277 Urdu

8279 Uzbek

8285 Vietnamese

8377 Volap(_k

8365 Welsh

7168 Wolof

6382 Xhosa

6372 Yiddish

6378 Yoruba

8366 Zulu

Code

8373

8375

8376

8379

6983

8385

8387

8386

8476

8471

6465

8484

6469

8472

6679

8473

847g

8482

8475

13487

8575

8582

8590

8673

8679

6789

8779

8872

7473

8979

9085
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AMPLIFIER SECTION
Front speaker power output

RMS power output

THD 1,0% (at 1 kHz), both channels driven

95 W per channel (6£_)

THD 1.0% (at 60 Hz-13 kHz), both

channels driven 85 W per channel (6_)
, , H **

PMPO power output 2200 W

RMS power output

THD I(P,_ (at 1 kHz) both channels driven

110 W per channel (6D)

Power output in

Dolby Pro Logic mode

RMS power output

THD 1.0% (at I kHz) both channels
driven Total 330 W

Front 95 W per channel (6Q)

Center 70 W (8Q)

Surround 35 W per channel (8_)

PMPO power output Total 3300 W

RMS power output

THD 10% (at 1 kHz) both channels
driven Total 400 W

Front 110 W per channel (6Q)

Center 90 W (aQ)

Surround 45 W per channel (aQ)

Input sensitivity
AUX 250 mV

MIC 0.7 mV

Input Impedance

AUX 10 kQ
[OT_IBi I?_F_F_TI_ Beh'lT_

MIC 600Q

FM TUNER SECTION
Frequency range

87.9-107.9 MHz (200 kHz step)

87.5-108.0 MHz (100 kHz step)
i =_33b._.. ml, [, = _ ,1=,. =

87.5-108.0 MHz (50 kHz step)

Sensitivity

For U.S.A, and Canada 16,3 dBf (1,8 pV, IHF)

For Asia and China 1,8 !iV, IHF

Antenna terminal(s) 75_ (unbalanced)

AM TUNER SECTION
Frequency range

520-1710 kHz (10 kHz step)

522-1629 kHz (9 kHz step)

520-1630 kHz (10 kHz step)
Sensitivity

S/N 20 dB at 1000 kHz 500 _V

S/N 20 dB at 999 kHz 500 _V

CASSETTE DECK SECTION
Track system 4 track, 2 channel
Heads

Record/playback Solid permalloy head

Erasure Double gap ferdte head
Motor DC servo motor

Recording system AC bias 100 kHz

Erasing system AC erase 100 kHz

Tape speed 4.8 crn/s (1% ips)

Overall frequency response

(+3, --6 dB at DECK OUT)

NORMAL (TYPE I) 35 Hz-14 kHz

HIGH (TYPE 5) 35 Hz-14 kHz
S/N

For U.S.A. and Canada 50 dB (A WTD)
For Asia and China

Dolby NR off 50 dS (A_ WTD)

Dolby NR on 60 dB (CCIR)

Wow and flutter 0.18% (WRMS)
Fast forward and rewind times

Approx. 120 seconds with C-60 cassette tape

DISC SECTION

Disc

DVD VIDEO

8 cm/12 cm single-sided, single-layer

8 cm/12 cm single-sided, double-layer

8 cm/12 cm double-sided, double-layer

(One layer per side)
CD/V-CD 8 cm/12 cm

Video

Signal system NTSC

Signal system NTSC/PAL

(depend on disc format)

Output level Composite video 1 Vp-p (75_)
, =, ** , •

S-video Y 1 Vp-p (75Q)

S-video C 0.286 Vp-p (75Q/NTSC)

S-video Y 1 Vp-p (75Q)

S-video C 0.300 Vp-p (75_/PAL)

0.286 Vp-p (75_3/NTSC)
Audio

Sampling frequency
CO 44.1 kHz

DVD 48 kHz/96 kHz

Decoding 16/20/24 bit linear
Wow and flutter Below measurable limit

Digital fiRer 8 fs

D/A converter Delta-sigma DAC

Pick up
Beam Source Semiconductor Laser

Wavelength 665 nm

SPEAKER SECTION

Front s kers SB-AK57/SB-DK1

Type 4 way speaker system

Speaker(s)

Super woofer 17 cm cone type

Woofer 12 cm cone type

Midrange 6 cm ring shaped dome type

Tweeter Piezo type

Impedance Totat 6Q

Input power Total 160 W (Music)

Output sound pressure level 84 dB/W (1.0 m)

Cross over frequency 200 Hz, 3.5 kHz

Frequency range 45 Hz-40 kHz (-16 dB)

55 Hz-36 kHz (-10 dB)

Dimensions (W×HXD) 250×330×307 mm

(9_%_"x 13" x 12_")

Weight 5.0 k4_(t 1.0 lb.)

Surround s akers SB-PST0

Type 1 way, 1 speaker

Speaker

Full range 8 cm cone type
Impedance 8_

Input power 60 W (Music)

Output sound pressure level 54 dB/V_ (1 .Om)

Frequency range 120 Hz-20 kHz (- 16 dB)
Dimensions (WXHXD) 170×106x118 mm

(6"/,_"X4_A_"X4_/_. ")
Weight 0.9 I<g(2.0 lb.)

Center s aker SB-PC70

Type 2 way, 2 speaker

Speaker

Woofer 10 cm cone type

Tweeter 6 cm cone type

Impedance 8_

Input power 120 W (Music)

Output sound pressure level 85 dB/W (1,0 m)

Cross over frequency 4 kHz

Frequency range 75 Hz-22 kHz (-16 dB)

Dimensions (WXH×D) 250×121×147 mm

(9_/_" x 4%" x 5_/-_',)

Weight t .6 I_ (3.5 lb.)

GENERAL
Power supply

For U.S.A. and Canada 120 V, 60 Hz

For Asia 220/230-240 V, 50-60 Hz

For China 220 V, 50 Hz

Power consumption
For U.S.A. and Canada 240 W

For Asia and China 200 W

Standby
Normal mode 14 W

ECO mode

For U.S.A., Canada and China 0.6 W
For Asia 1 W

Dimensions (W× HX D) 270x331×338 mm

(l O%'x13 _/_z"×13%_")

Weight

For U.S.A. and Canada 9.2 k_ (20.27 lb.)
For Asia and China 9,3 k8

Note:

1. Specifications are subject to change without
notice+

Weight and dimensions are approximate.

2. Total harmoctc distortion is measured by the

digital spectrum analyzer.

I!
I)
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I If the surfaces are dirty I

To clean this unit, wipe with a soft, dry cloth.
If the surfaces are extremely dirty, use a soft cloth dipped in s soap-
and-water solution or a weak detergent solution.

• Never use alcohol, paint thinner or benzine to clean this unit.
eBsfore using chemically treated cloth, read the instructions that

came with the cloth carefully.

J For a cleaner crisper sound I

We recommend that you periodically clean parts (the shaded portion
in the figure below) the tape contacts like the heads.
Do not use any solution other than alcohol for head cleaning.

Do not attempt to remove the cover(s) or repair the unit yourself. Re-
fer servicing to qualified personnel only.
The servicer will require all components to service your system.
Therefore, should service ever be necessary, be sure to bring the
entire system.

Product information ]

For product service, product information or assistance with product
operation, refer to the servicenter directory.

The model number and sedal number of this product can be
found on either the back or the bottom of the unit.

Please note them in the space provided below and keep for
future reference.

Main unit
MODELNUMBER SERIAL NUMBER

Speakem

User memo:

DATE OF PURCHASE
DEALER NAME
DEALER ADDRESS

TELEPHONENUMBER

!_rdV_7_l

Panasonic Consumer Electronics

Company, Division of Matsushita
Electric Corporation of America
One Panasonie Way Secaucus,
New Jersey07094
http://www.panasonic.com

Panasonic Sales Company,
Division of Matsushita Electric of

Puerto Rico, Inc. ("PSC")
Ave.65 de Infanteria, Km.9.5
San Gabde[ Industrial Park, Carolina,
Puerto Rico 00985

G
Panasonic Canada Inc.
5770 Ambler Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 2T3

www.panasonic.ca

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd.
Osaka542-8588, Japan
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